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FOREWORD
This report presents numerical solutions for the problems of
transient, one-dimensional transfer of water and solutes in the layer of
soil important for plant growth. It presents solutions to problems of
infiltration of rainfall or irrigation water, evaporation, redistribution of water in the soil, and uptake of water and nutrients by plant
roots. The numerical analysis presented in this report was prepared in
response to the recognition that computer programs which deal with these
problems are usually only applicable to very specific problems-and are
not easily generalized. This report was written on the premise that a
manual should be available for the numerical analysis of these problems,
one which can be used by persons not highly skilled in using computers.
The program can be used by research workers who have a limited understanding of computer programming.
The report is presented in five volumes. The first volume gives
the theoretical background of the program and should be of most interest
to research workers familiar with the mathematical analysis of the
problem and computer programming. The second volume presents the manual
for the use of the program. The user does not have to be familiar with,
or understand, the content of the first volume to use the manual. A
discussion of potential numerical problems and a listing of computer
generated error messages are given in Volume three. The fourth volume
presents examples of the use of the program, and the fifth volume is a
listing of the program.
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TRANSPORT OF WATER AND SOLUTES THROUGH SOIL AND PLANTS
VOLUME II. USER'S MANUAL

4. MANUAL FOR USE OF THE MODEL
4.1 Introduction
The discussion is about the organization and use of the computer
program. A diagnostic section is in Volume III. The user does not have
to understand FORTRAN to use program OR-NATURE, but some knowledge and
understanding of this computer language are helpful. The necessary
program parameters can be submitted to the computer by means of input
data cards, inserted at the end of the computer program deck. Data can
also be entered through external peripherals such as video terminals and
by use of time sharing facilities. Several examples are in Volume IV
that use either punched cards or video terminals as input devices.
Those who are familiar with FORTRAN have the option to feed data directly into the appropriate source deck subroutine. Program variable names
which have a high mnemonic relationship with . the quantities they represent have been used.

4.1.1 FORTRAN Versions
Two versions of program OR-NATURE are available, Version 1.1 and
Version 1.2. Version 1.1 is fully compatible with standard FORTRAN IV
statements, as described by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), document x3.9-1966. Version 1.2 is fully compatible with standard FORTRAN 77 statements, as described by ANSI, document x3.9-1978.
Standard FORTRAN IV is "upward" compatible with FORTRAN 77. However,
FORTRAN 77 has some characteristics that necessitate the creation of a
separate version of OR-NATURE for it. The two differences that affect
OR-NATURE are the use of Hollerith constants in CALL statements and the
presence of blanks in the formatted input.

A Hollerith constant is of the form nHs, where n specifies the
number of characters in the string, s, following the H. In FORTRAN IV,
character strings are passed as arguments in CALL statements using the H
descriptor. However, FORTRAN 77 character strings are delimited by
apostrophes, ', using the code 's'.
Embedded blanks in formatted input data are treated differently by
FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 77. FORTRAN IV treats blanks embedded in formatted input data as zeros; FORTRAN 77 treats them as null characters.
For example, the data item 110610, read using an 15 format, where the
symbol 16 is a blank, would be read as 10010 by FORTRAN IV, but as 110
by FORTRAN 77. To make FORTRAN 77 behave the same as FORTRAN IV, the
symbol BZ is added to the beginning of each read format statement in
Version 1.2.
A brief summary of the differences between the two versions of
OR-NATURE is given in Table 4.1. Since the two versions are so similar,
only the computer listing of Version 1.1 is given in Volume V. Both
versions of OR-NATURE contain the same number of computer cards but
there are about one-hundred differences in statements. The data preparation for and use of program OR-NATURE are identical for both versions.
Table 4.1. Differences between Versions 1.1 and 1.2 of OR-NATURE

Version 1.1

Version 1.2

Language

FORTRAN IV

FORTRAN 77

Documentation

ANSI x3.9-1966

ANSI x3.9-1978

Hollerith constants
in CALL statements

CALL INTRP (***, 3Habc)

CALL INTRP (***, 'abc')

Blanks in formulated
input

READ (IN, 240)***
240 FORMAT (715)

READ (IN, 240)***
240 FORMAT (BZ, 715)

4.1.2 Program Organization
Program OR-NATURE is organized such that each major function of the
program is segmented into a separate routine or subroutine. The user
has the option of specifying empirical formulas for program parameters,
e.g., diffusitivy, hydraulic conductivity, etc., directly in the FORTRAN
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source deck. Each of these parameters is located in its own subroutine,
e.g., hydraulic conductivity is specified in subroutine KWZ. Program
OR-NATURE is segmented into a total of 40 subroutines and one main
routine. The name and a brief description of each of these are given in
Section 5.1.
A simplified flow chart illustrating the overall structure and the
major steps in the calculation procedure of program OR-NATURE are
summarized in Figure 4.1. The flow chart illustrates the sequence in
which the program
1.

inputs the data parameters and initializes program variables;

2.

echos out data;

3.

does an error analysis of inputted data (optional);

4.

creates tables of interpolated variables (optional);

5.

initializes array parameters;

6.

defines the Kirchhoff transform (optional);

7.

increments time;

8.

solves the water flow equation (optional);

9.

solves the solute displacement equation (optional);

10.

prints out the volumetric water content, concentrations,
fluxes, and mass balance data;

11.

computes the next time increment;

12.

changes the spatial node distribution (optional).

A flow chart of subroutine SOLUTE is given in Figure 4.2. This
subroutine solves the solute displacement equation for both liquid and
solid phase concentrations for a given distribution of water content in
the soil. Additional details of the computational scheme are given in
Vol. I, Section 2.2.
A very detailed flow chart of subroutine WATER is given in Figure
4.3. This subroutine solves the water flow equation at a given instant
of time. Additional details of the computational scheme are given in
Vol. I, Section 2.1. A definition of all the variables used in Figures
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 is given in Section 5.2. Subroutine WATER is very
complex because for it to solve the water flow equation it must
solve up to three subordinate iteration routines; the plant surface
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START

/ Read In titles, program cards
and input data arrays

Initialize ar ays and other
program variables

Check if the data In the input
arrays are arranged into ascending
order. Call subroutine ORDER.

Print out tables of
input arrays. Call
subroutine TABLED.

Call subroutines INTLZ,
ENLZ, INTLC, INTLP, INTLS,
and INTLW to initialize arrays
Co, tko. So , and 80
zg,

Read empirical mathematical
impressions from source deck

Solve water flow equation In
terms of diffusivity potential,
F. Transform all data arrays.
Call subroutine TRNSFM.
No
V

Figure 4.1. Simplified flow chart illustrating the major steps in the
execution of program OR-NATURE.
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Yes

1N1 i tit ♦

wo er content.
Coll subroutine WATER.

Compute

Compute Dorcian fluxes

STOP

/Punch final values of the
variables z, c, qi,S and e.
Coll subroutine DUMP.

Compute solute concentrations.
Call subroutine SOLUTE.

Yes

Compute solute fluxes

Compute new spatial node
locations, z e 2F.
Coll subroutine REGRID.

(

Compute moss balance of solute.
Call subroutine INTGRT.

STOP)

Yes

Compute mass balance of water.
Call subroutine INTGRT.

Compute next time increment,
At"
Coll subroutine STEP.

Punch data onto permanent
file, e.g., disk, cards,
tape, etc.
Yes

/
/

Print out values of mass
balance computations

Print out values of e, t , z, c,
A, G, and q for each node

Figure 4.1a. Additional details of the flow chart illustrating the
major steps in the execution of program OR-NATURE.
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(Subroutine SOLUT

Start out in the mini iterotor mode
MINIS . -1
NITR = 20

Start out in the maxi iterator mode
MINIS =0
N1TR N

Initialize the upper and lower
boundary conditions. Coll subroutines BCCBTM and BCCTOP.
Make an initial guess for the
liquid and solid phase solute
concentrations
Print out failure to
converge error messages

o

ITR ITR +1
Yes

(STOP)

MS = MS +1

Compute coefficients for the
upper boundary condition

Compute root uptake of solute.
Call subroutine SINKC.

Evaluate the tr'-diagonal
matrix coefficients a,b,c, and d
Continue the mini iterotor
NITR !WORST + 20
MINIS . MINIS -1

Compute coefficients for the
lower boundary condition
Compute the liquid phase
solute concentration by the
Thomas-algorithm

guessed and computed values

the
E- Compute
of solid phase solute concentration

Figure 4.2. Flow chart of subprogram SOLUTE.
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(Subroutine WATER

GOLDEN =0
ITR•0
M•0
MAXI •0
MINI •0
SHORT •0

MDEL•ITRMAX *10-25

Initialize the upper and lower
boundary condi ions. Call subroutines BCWBTM and BCWTOP.

MO=0

Figure 4.3. Flow chart of subprogram WATER.
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/

Print out failure to converge
error message *55

Check for convergence of the
water content. Compute RWORST.

I

Print out failure to converge
error message *57

Compute potential rote of transpiration. Call subroutine PTRNS.

Yes

MR >ITRMAX

L

STOP

IAR . M

Compute the actual transpiration
demand. Coll subroutine STMATA.

Check if the computed water
content of any of the top 3
nodes is unfeasible

Compute the plant surfoce
potential iiips and RATIO
Yes
RATIO 5
ARATIO
Yes

[

Compute the roo flux sink term A.
Call subroutine SINKW.

Compute the water conten
by the Thomas-algorithm

Compute coeff i cients for the
upper boundary condition

Compute coefficients for the
lower boundary conditions
Evaluate the tri-diagonal
matrix coefficients a,b,c,d

Figure 4.3a. Flow chart of subprogram WATER.
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Make a new guess of water
content bosed on the NewtonRaphson technique

Make a new guess of water
content based on the successive
averaging technique

4,

RWORST 5,

MOFAIL*0
and
MOZO

WRATIO

Water content
iterator converged

Revert to the maxi mode
iterator
MO =0

BCTOPW=4
and

BCTOPW = 4

SHORT *1

Convert 9 —* or *
to get results in the
final form

Compute the water flux
through the upper surface, QC

e

10C151OPI

SHORT =1

RETURN
Start over again but do not
use the SHORT option
again SHORT = –1

Continue the mini mode
iterator
M Q = MQ –1

BCTOPW = 4

Revert to the mini mode
iterator
MO = –1

Figure 4.3b. Flow chart of subprogram WATER.
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STOP
Enlarge the (A,B) limits
by 20%
IT R < MDEL

/Print out failure to converge
error message *61

o

Yes
Yes
0
Mtn 0
and
RATIOOS.ORATIO
and
RWORST S W RAT IO

Yes

Maxi mode iterator
hos converged

Revert to the mini mode
MO = —1
iterator

RWORST>WRATIO
and
MO21

0

MO S —1
and
MOFA1L • 0
and
RATIOG S ORATIO
and
RATIO0 S ORATIO

Continue iterating in the mini
MO • MO-1
mode

I OGBK — OGAK I
S ORATIO
OG
and
RATIOG S ORATIO

MOFAIL*0
and
MO 21
Revert bock to the maxi mode
MO =1
iterator

No

Check if convergence hos
occurred in the mini mode
A

GOLDEN S 2
Yes
Compute a new flux guess, OG, and
new (A,B) flux limits for the Golden
Section Search technique
GOLDEN GOLDEN +1

No

Yes

Yes

0

RATIOG > ORATIO
or
MOFAILP 0

Continue iterating in the maxi
MO = MO +1
mode

Yes

Figure 4.3c. Flow chart of subprogram WATER.
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GOLDEN= GOLDEN +1

10GBK—OGAK
QRATIO
QG
and
RATIOG > QRATIO

The (A,B) flux limits have
converged but the guess and
compute fluxes have not

Yes

Revert to the maxi
mode iterator
MQFAIL = 0
and
RATIOG S QRATIO

Yes

IQCI?IQGAKI
and
IQCISIOGBKI

The computed flux has jumped
outside the (A,B) limits
Since the flux iterator failed
to converge, move flux limit B
towards limit A
Since the flux iterator
converged, move flux limit A
towards limit B

Figure 4.3d. Flow chart of subprogram WATER.

V
Enlarge the (A,B) limits by 10%
V
Revert back to the mini mode
iterator
GOLDEN = 0
MQ = —1

potential routine (Vol. I, Section 3.2), the non-linear water content
routine (Vol. I, Section 3.3), and the surface flux routine (Vol. I,
Section 3.4).
4.1.3 Program Compilation
Program OR-NATURE was written and tested on the Control Data Corporation, CYBER 170, model 720/73 computer system at Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon. In this computer system, the value of
single precision variables can range from 1 x 10

-293

through 1 x 10

323

with approximately 14 significant digits of precision. Both real and
integer variables occupy one storage word each. Both versions 1.1 and
1.2 of program OR-NATURE contain 5668 FORTRAN cards, require approximately 60 seconds to compile, and need a central memory of approximately
50000 words. Central memory requirements can be reduced by reducing the
size of dimensioned arrays in program OR-NATURE (Section 4.4). Cost
estimates are discussed in Vol. IV, Sections 7.2.12 and 7.3.13.
Program size and compilation costs can be significantly reduced by
the following two-step process (Fig. 4.4). The first step is to
separate out from program OR-NATURE those subroutines which will not be
modified by the addition of empirical formulas (Table 4.2). A compiled
Table 4.2. Subprograms and programs into which empirical formulas can be
directly added to the FORTRAN source deck. Additional details
are given in Section 4.7 and Table 4.6
Subprograms that can be
modified with empirical formulas
BCCBTM
BCCTOP
BCWBTM
BCWTOP
DSZ
DWZ
FNLZ
INTLC
INTLP
INTLS
INTLW
INTLZ

Subprograms never modified
CUBIC
DUMP
ERROR
INTGRT
INTRP
LINEAR
NATURE*
ORDER

KWCRTX
KWZ
PSIW
PTRNS
RACTYC
RACTYW
RDNSTY
RPF
SINKC
STEP
STMATA
WPSI

*main program
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PIECE
QUAD
RAF
REGRID
SINKW
SOLUTE
TABLED
TRNSFM
WATER

Step 1
C/3
1- •C)

11)

0

rt
C)

C)

o
0

'd

/

Selected
FORTRAN
Subroutines

compile

Object
File

save

Stored
Object
( File

0'

0

I-4 He
0 0

rt

OQ

0 0

Step 2

rt
0

4

0 0
ti)
rt
•

rt-

1-1

0
C)
fD

/

Remaining
FORTRAN
Subroutines

compile

0)
(

0
1-1

OQ

0
cra
1-1

(Vary source deck data)

Object
File

+

Stored
Object
( File

+

Data

execute

(Vary data card input)

Program/
Output

binary object deck of those subroutines is created and stored in a
permanent file. When the user is ready to run the program for a particular problem, the second step is initiated. All data cards are prepared and all empirical formulas, if any, are placed directly into the
corresponding subroutine source decks. These remaining FORTRAN subroutine source decks and data cards are compiled, merged with the
previously stored object file, and then executed. In this manner, one
can run the program for different problems, changing only the data deck
and the empirical formulas, if any. Compilation time can be reduced
from 60 seconds, if all subroutines are compiled, to less than 5
seconds if only a few FORTRAN subroutine source decks are run.

4.1.4 Sample Deck Structure
Figure 4.5 shows a typical deck structure that can be used for
compiling and executing version 1.2 of program OR-NATURE. The control
cards shown in Figure 4.5 are peculiar to the CDC, CYBER model 720/73
system. In particular, note the program statement labeled as
"PROGRAM NATURE (INPUT, OUTPUT = 64, PUNCH = 64, TAPE5 = INPUT,
TAPE6 = OUTPUT, TAPE7 = PUNCH)."
This control statement is used only by CDC and should be removed for
other computer systems. The program statement specifies all input
/output devices and their buffer size, i.e. 64. Users should consult
with computer center personnel to determine the proper sequence of
control cards.
The control statements necessary to run program OR-NATURE via a
video terminal for the Burroughs B6900 computer system are given in
Vol. IV, Section 7.4.12.

4.2 Description of Input Data
There are two possible methods for providing data to the program.
These are by writing information directly into the subroutines of the
source deck or by reading in data cards at the end of the program deck.
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7
8
9

Data

Data

(and other FORTRAN)

8
9

SUBROUTINE ERROR
OR-NATURE
FORTRAN 77
Source
Program

END
C OR-NATURE
PROGRAM NATURE (INPUT, OUTPUT = 64,•)

9

AGO.
/FTN5,OPT=2.
t
Accounting statements

Control
Statements

—7/Job statements

t

As applicable for operating system or installation

Figure 4.5. Sample FORTRAN source program for Version 1.2 of OR-NATURE.
Control statements suitable for CDC, CYBER system are
shown.
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4.2.1 Source Deck
Data which can be expressed in terms of an empirical mathematical
equation are best fed into the program by explicit FORTRAN expressions
in the appropriate subroutines. Hence, when a particular function or
variable is needed in the main program, the corresponding subroutine can
be called, the particular function can be evaluated, and its value is
sent back to the calling statement. Many data variables are often
expressed in the form of empirical equations.

These include:

1.

Hydraulic conductivity as a function of soil water content.

2.

Soil water diffusivity as a function of soil water content.

3.

Soil-water potential as a function of soil water content.

4.

Root density as a function of soil depth.

5.

Root activity as a function of water content.

6.

Stomatal opening or stomatal resistance as a function of leaf
water potential.

7.

Boundary conditions for either water content or solute concentration, e.g., rate of infiltration or evaporation as a function of time.

A major disadvantage of the use of empirical functions is that the
user must understand FORTRAN to prepare the information for
computer use. The user must also be able to develop or find the
necessary empirical relations. A major advantage is that the number of
computations needed to evaluate a given function is reduced. An
empirical formula can be evaluated more rapidly than a table can be
scanned and interpolations can be made.

4.2.2 Data Card Input
All parameters needed to run the program can be fed in by
the use of data cards. Data may consist of either single-valued
constants or tabulated arrays. When tabular data are used, the type of
interpolation technique to be used, e.g., linear, quadratic, or cubic
spline must be specified. When a particular function is specified by an
array, the value of the function, Y(x), is only given at specified
points,x..Bence, the value of the function at unspecified points is
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determined numerically within the computer program by a method of interpolation which must be specified.

4.2.3 Making the Choice
Before it is decided whether a function should be fed in by source
deck or by data input cards, the following points should be considered.
Feed in the data by means of input data cards if:
i)

the programmer is not versatile with writing FORTRAN statements,

ii)

the user is confused by the logic of the program or how the
subroutines interact,

iii)

the particular function is completely defined by only a few
data points and by the specified means of interpolation,

iv)

the data set is so complex that no empirical formula can be
found to describe it.

Feed in the data directly through source deck subroutines if:
i)

the programmer can easily translate empirical formulas into
FORTRAN statements,

ii)

the user has become familiar with the operation of the program,

iii)

an empirical formula or routine is easily derived.

4.3 Data Inputs Required to Run the Program
All of the input data are submitted to the computer as either
tabular arrays or as empirical formulas. Only the parameters indicating
the dimensions of the array and the logical unit numbers (LUN) need to
be specified internally at the very beginning of program NATURE.
Required program data can thus be broken down as internally or
externally specified.
i)

Internally specified:
1.

Dimension statements.

2.

LUN's.

ii) Externally specified:
1.

Title cards.

2.

Program parameter cards.

3.

Data sets.

-17-

4.4 Internally Specified Parameters
The following parameters must be specified in program NATURE before
the program can be run.
MAXSET

Maximum number of elements allowed in any data set array,
excluding data sets FCT, FWT, QPS, and arrays associated
with spatial data. Spatial node data sets are dimensioned by the parameter NUMMAX. In the current program,
MAXSET is specified as MAXSET = 50. Hence one can feed
in up to 50 data elements per array.

NUMMAX

The maximum size of data set arrays FCT, FWT, QPS, and
spatial node data sets. This is set at NUMMAX = 200 in
the present program. Hence, up to 200 spatial nodes can
be specified.
Setting MAXSET = 50 and NUMMAX = 200 is arbitrary.
These values were found necessary to reduce the
"in core" size of the program. To increase the size of
the arrays, the DIMENSION and COMMON statements of every
subroutine must be changed, and the values of MAXSET and
NUMMAX in program NATURE must be reset.

IN, OUT, PNCH Logical unit numbers (LUN) are assigned integer constants
referring to the card reader, the line printer, and the
card punch. For example, on CDC, Burroughs, and IBM
computers these are usually set as:
CDC 3300 or 73

B6900/IBM 360

Input-Output Device

IN = 60

IN = 5

card reader

OUT = 61

OUT = 6

line printer

PNCH = 62

PNCH = 7

card punch

Any one or all of the LUN's can be assigned to other I/O
devices such as video terminal, magnetic tape, disk, or
other permanent files.
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4.5 Externally Specified Parameters
4.5.1 Arrangement of Input Data Cards
A list is presented which gives the ordering of the input data
cards and the input parameters. The purpose of this list is to give an
outline of the organization of input cards. Additional explanations of
the parameters are given in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.7. Note must be taken
of the symbols which have been used.

[.] indicates that a data card must be present and is required.
(.) identifies the parameters which must be specified on the data card.
{.} indicates that data cards are to be inserted here, only if the
corresponding function is to be read in as an array. These are
optional cards that can be used or omitted.

The following 38 bracketed, [.], cards of the data deck must be
present regardless of the method of data input chosen. The data cards
must be kept in the order shown.

[Title card #1]
[Title card #2]
[Title card #3]
[Program card #1 (JSORB, JWORH, MODE, ITRMAX, NSKIP, OUTPUT, K1DELT)]
[Program card #2 (XORDER, SCAN, SAVE, START, BEST)]
[Program card #3 (ACLRAT, GRAY, PWILT, DRY, SAT, RR, CNVRSN)]
[Program card #4 (ARATIO, QRATIO, SRATIO, WRATIO)]
[Program card #5 (TIMED, TIMEF, DTMIN, DTMAX, TGRID)]
[Program card #6 (CNSTS(1), CNSTS(2), CNSTS(3), CNSTS(4)]
[Program card #7 (BTCOEF, BTCOEF, CTCOEF)]
[Program card #8 (ULNGTH, UPTNTL, UTIME, UMASS)]
[Data set ZO (NUMZO, TBLZO)]
{data ZO}
[Data set ZF (NUMZF, TBLZF)]
{data ZF}
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[Data set CO (NUMCO, TBLCO)]
{data CO}
[Data set PO (NUMPO, TBLPO)]
{data PO}
[Data set SO (NUMSO, TBLSO)]
{data SO}
[Data set WO (NUMW0, TBLWO)]
{data WO}
[Data set BCB (NUMBCB, TBLBCB)]
{data XBCB, YBCB}
[Data set FCB (NUMFCB, TBLFCB)]
{data XFCB, YFCB}
[Data set BCT (NUMBCT, TBLBCT)]
{data XBCT, YBCT}
[Data set FCT (NMAFCT, TBLFCT)]
{data XFCT, YFCT}
[Data set BWB (NUMBWB, TBLBWB)]
{data XBWB, YBWB}
[Data set FWB (NUMFWB, TBLFCB)]
{data XFWB, YFWB}
[Data set BWT (NUMBWT, TBLBWT)]
{data XBWT, YBWT}
[Data set FWT (NUMFWT, TBLFWT)]
{data XFWT, YFWT}
[Data set CG (NMACG, TBLCG)]
{data XCG, YCG}
[Data set CST (NUMCST, TBLCST)]
{data XCST, YCST}
[Data set CTX (NUMCTX, TBLCTX)]
{data XCTX, YCTX}
[Data set DSZ (NUMDSZ, TBLDSZ)]
{data XDSZ, YDSZ}
[Data set DWZ (NUMDWZ, TBLDWZ)]
{data XDWZ, YDWZ}
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.Data set KWZ (NUMKWZ, TBLKWZ)]
{data XKWZ, YKWZ}
[Data set PW (NUMPW, TBLPW)]
{data XPW, YPW}
[Data set QPS (NUMQPS, TBLQPS)]
{data XQPS, YQPS}
[Data set RAC (NUMRAC, TBLRAC)]
{data XRAC, YRAC}
[Data set RAW (NUMRAW, TBLRAW)]
{data XRAW, YRAW}
[Data set RD

(Nlam, TBLRD)]

{data XRD, YRD}
[Data set RPF (NUMRPF, TBLRPF)]
{data XRPF, YRPF}
[Data set WP (NUMWP, TBLWP)]
{data XWP, YWP}
4.5.2 Title Cards
Three title cards are allowed. They are the first three data cards
that need to be in the program data deck. These three cards must always
be present, even if blank. Any alpha-numeric title can be given, with
up to 80 characters per card. When printed out, each title card will be
centered in the middle of the first printout page.
4.5.3 Program Parameter Cards
The following program parameters must be specified on the eight
program cards, immediately following the three title cards. These cards
contain several "decision variables". A decision variable allows the
program to make choices between the options described for each program
parameter.
JSORB

Decision variable used in modeling solute
sorption/desorption (Vol. I, Section 1.3.2).
0

(1,2,3,4)

No solute sorption/desorption takes place.
Models adsorption/desorption as an equilibrium
process with a
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1

Linear isotherm

2

Langmuir isotherm

3

Freundlich isotherm

4

Any other non-linear isotherm.

(5,6,7,8,9)

Models adsorption/desorption as a nonequilibrium process with a

JWORH

5

Linear isotherm

6

Bi-linear isotherm

7

Langmuir isotherm

8

Freundlich isotherm

9

Any other non-linear isotherm.

Decision variable used to specify the dependent
variable of the water flow equation.
0

Solve the water flow equation in terms of
volumetric water content in subroutine
WATER.

1

Solve the water flow equation in terms of
matric potential of the soil water in
subroutine WATER.

MODE

Decision variable used to specify which equations are to be
solved.
0

Solve the semi-coupled system of equations of water flow
and solute transport.

ITRMAX

1

Solve only the water flow equation.

2

Solve only the solute transport equation.

Maximum number of iterations allowed in the Newton-Raphson
iteration scheme or any other iteration scheme.

NSKIP

The program will skip every NSKIP time steps and then print
out the values of the water content, matric potential, solute
concentration in liquid and solid phases, Darcian fluxes, and
water uptake by roots at each spatial node. In addition, if
either OUTPUT = 1 or OUTPUT = 2, the program will also punch
out all of the above data every NSKIP time steps (Section
4.5.8).
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OUTPUT

Decision variable concerning the output device through which
the data is to be routed. OUTPUT can only have integer
values.
0

Output is routed to the line printer device "OUT". There
is no punched output. The output is printed at the end
of every NSKIP time steps.

1

In addition to printed output, data are punched out by the
card punch device "PNCH" at the end of every NSKIP time
steps. On the first card, it records the values of the
variables:
[TIME, QPOLD(2), QWTOP, QWBTM, QCTOP, QCBTM,
TR, TCR],
on the second card it records values of the variables:
[EVPRTE, FLTRTE, TRNSPR, CTRSUM, CCMPTE,
SCMPTE, WCMPTE, PPSURF(3)],
on the remaining cards it records values of the following
eight variables, printing one card for each node:
I(Z, THETA, PSI, C, S, A, G, QZ), i = 1, ..., n].
Hence, a total of n + 2 cards are punched out every NSKIP
time steps. All variables are recorded in FORTRAN format
E10.4, i.e., FORMAT(8E10.4).

2

All printed output is suppressed. At every NSKIP time
step the data for OUTPUT = 1 is routed and punched by the
output device "PNCH".

K1DELT

Decision variable specifying the method of computing the size
k+1
of time step At
(DTK1) (also, Section 4.5.7),
0

Use equation 2.13b (Vol. 1) (Hanks and Bowers, 1969).

1

Use the general formula
DTK1 = ATCOEF + BTCOEF*DTK + CTCOEF*TIME
where the user specifies the values of ATCOEF, BTCOEF,
and CTCOEF.

2

The user must supply an empirical function to define the
step-size in subroutine STEP between statements "80
CONTINUE" and "100 CONTINUE."

XORDER

Decision variable, which must have integer values.
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0

No action is taken.

1

Check all input data arrays to make sure that the independent array values X(1), X(2),...,X(NUM) are in ascending order. No action is taken if there are no input data
arrays.

SCAN

Decision variable, which must have integer values.
0

No action is taken.

1

Scan all of the input data values to determine if they
are consistent with the other program parameters.

Note: The use of parameters XORDER and SCAN is optional. They are best
used when debugging a new data set by setting XORDER = SCAN =, 1. Once
the new data set is debugged, set XORDER = SCAN = 0 to reduce program
running costs.

SAVE

Decision variable which specifies whether the final
values of water content and solute are to be punched out.
SAVE must have integer values.
0

No action is taken.

1

At time equal to TIMEF the final values of the solute
concentration in the liquid and solid phases, the , water
content, and the matric potential are punched out by
output device "PNCH". The data are punched in the order
and format needed by the initialization data sets ZO,
cO,

s O, w0. Each punched data set is preceded by a

title card stating the name of the data set and the
program time. The second card in each punched set gives
the number of data points, NUM(...), and the type of
interpolation scheme, TBL(...), to be used. The remaining punched cards in each data set contain the independent
variables X(...)(i) and dependent variables Y(...)(i),
i=1,..., NUM(...), arranged in pairs, with four pairs per
card (Figure 4.6). The title card of each data set must
be discarded before using these data sets.
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• •

(if any)

••

X(NUM) Y(NUM)

(X(5) Y(5) X(6) Y(6) • • • •
(X(1) Y(1) X(2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) X(4) Y(4)

/NUM TBL

Figure 4.6. Sequence of cards for a data set.
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START

Decision variable specifying the use of the Kirchhoff transform.
START must have integer values.
Solve the water flow equation for all time steps in terms

-1

of a Kirchhoff transformed variable. The Kirchhoff transform can be used with either the water content based
solution (JWORH = 0) or the soil water potential based
solution (JWORH = 1).
No action is taken.
>1

Solve the water flow equation in terms of the Kirchhoff
transformed variable from time level k = 0 until time
level k = START, then switch back to the non-transformed
variable. This makes it possible to use the transform
only during the first START time steps. This option can
be used when solving either in terms of water content or
matric potential.

BEST

Decision variable, which must have integer values.
0

No action is taken.

1

For every data set array that is fed in, the computer
program generates a printout of the array of X(i), Y(i)
values and the values of Y at three additional interspaced X values using all 10 types of interpolation. Use
these printouts to determine the best method of interpolation for the data set being used. Program stops when
the arrays have been printed.

ACLRAT

Coefficient used to accelerate the guessed value of the CrankNicolson integration scheme. Normally ACLRAT = 1. is used,
but Hanks and Bowers (1969) set ACLRAT = 1.4.

GRAV

Gravity coefficient. When the effect of gravity is to be
included for vertical movement, set GRAV = 1. When the effect
of gravity is to be ignored for horizontal movement, set GRAV =
0

PWILT

Water potential at the root collar at which the plant wilts.
When this potential is reached, water uptake ceases. It is a
negative quantity with the same unit as that of matric potential, IL J. Typically, one might set PWILT = -16 bars.
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DRY

Soil water content or matric potential corresponding to the
condition where the soil is air-dry. Indicates the value of
water content if JWORH = 0 and the value of matric potential
of soil if JWORH = 1. The water content or potential can
never be lower than this value.

SAT

Soil water content or matric potential corresponding to the
condition where the soil is saturated. Indicates water
content if JWORH = 0 and matric potential of soil if JWORH =
1. The soil water content can never exceed this value.
However, the matric potential can exceed this value when there
is surface ponding that produces a positive potential at the
soil surface boundary. If surface ponding produces a positive
potential, the user must solve the water flow equation in
terms of matric potential (i.e., JWORH = 1) and set SAT = 0.

RR

Average radius of a root which can vary from 0.001 to 0.1 cm.
Usually one sets RR = 0.025 cm (Huck et al., 1970), DA.

CNVRSN

Coefficient to convert the unit of matric potential and plant
surface potential (PSP) to the corresponding unit of pressure
head. For example, CNVRSN = 1033 cm H 2 0/atmosphere when PSP
and matric potential are measured in atmospheres and pressure
head in centimeters of water. Additional details are in
Section 4.5.4 and Table 4.3.

ARATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used in the
iteration method (Vol. I, Section 3.2) in subroutine WATER
to determine the actual plant surface potential. Convergence
is assumed when the absolute value of the difference between
the most recently guessed and computed values of PSP, divided
by the guessed value, is less than ARATIO. ARATIO = .01 sets
the convergence error at 1 percent. The smaller the convergence criterion, the greater the number of iterations
needed to satisfy it.

QRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used in the
iteration method in subroutine WATER to determine the actual
flux of water through the upper soil surface. This criterion
(Vol. I, Equation (3.29)) is only used when either infiltra-
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tion or evaporation is specified. The potential surface flux
is specified in data set FWT if BCTOPW = 4 but the actual flux
has to be found by iteration. QRATIO = .01 sets the convergence
error at 1 percent.
SRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used in computing
the solute concentration, S in the solid phase (Vol. I,
Section 3.6). It is used when the solute equation contains a
sorption term with S in it. When there is no sorption term,
there is no need of any iteration or convergence method in
subroutine SOLUTE. Convergence is assumed when the absolute
value of the worst difference between the most recently
guessed and computed values of S, divided by the guessed
value, is less than SRATIO (Vol. I, Equation 3.35). SRATIO =
.01 sets the convergence error at 1 percent.

WRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used by the
guess-compute iterator in subroutine WATER when solving for
the value of water content at each spatial node. The program
obtains a water content value by iteration; solves the water
flow equation based on the guessed value, and then checks for
convergence by using Equation (2.12), Vol. I. The algorithm
converges if the absolute value of the largest difference
between the most recently guessed and computed value of water
content divided by the guessed value, is less than WRATIO.
This criterion is used for both water content and soil water
potential. WRATIO = .01 sets the convergence error at 1
percent.

TIMED

Program starts with time = TIMM

[T]

TIMEF

Program ends at time = TIMEF.

[T]

DTMIN

Minimum size of time step allowed.

[T]

DTMAX

Maximum size of time step allowed.

[T]

TGRID

Time at which the final grid system is to take effect. The
program allows two different grid systems. If the grid system
is to remain the same throughout the program, set TGRID = 0
and TBLZF = -1. The grid system refers to the location of the
spatial nodes. Section 4.7.2 gives additional detail. IT].
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CNSTS(i) Coefficients associated with the isotherm models for sorption/
desorption for either equilibrium or non-equilibrium conditions. The coefficients refer only to the model dictated by
the parameter JSORB. The number of coefficients to be
specified never exceeds four. Additional details are in Vol.
I, Tables 2.4 and 2.5 and Vol. II, Section 4.5.5.
ATCOEF

Coefficient used in the computation of the size of the time
step in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Vol. 1, Section
2.1.2).

BTCOEF Second coefficient used in the computation of the size of the
time step in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Vol. I, Section
2.1.2).
CTCOEF

Third coefficient used in the computation of the size of the
time step in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Vol. I, Section
k+1
k
k
2.1.2). Note: At
= ATCOEF + At *BTCOEF + t *CTCOEF.
Set ATCOEF, BTCOEF, CTCOEF=0 if K1DELT 1.

ULNGTH

This program parameter may be set equal to any two-letter
acronym used to denote the unit of length (Section 4.5.6).

UPTNTL

This program parameter may be set equal to any six-letter
acronym used to denote the unit of potential (Section 4.5.6).

UTIME

This program parameter may be set equal to any three-letter
acronym used to denote the unit of time (Section 4.5.6).

UMASS

This program parameter may be set equal to any three-letter
acronym used to denote the unit of mass (Section 4.5.6).

4.5.4 Specify the CNVRSN Parameter
The CNVRSN parameter is used to convert the units of potential to
the units of pressure head (gross length). Soil-water potential can be
expressed (Hillel, 1971) on the basis of energy per unit mass, using
units of ergs per gram or joules per kilogram, as energy per unit
volume, or an equivalent hydrostatic pressure which can be measured in
terms of dynes per square centimeters, bars or atmospheres, or as energy
per unit weight or an equivalent pressure head which is the height of a
liquid column corresponding to the given pressure, such as centimeters
of water.
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The alternative ways of defining soil-water potential and plant
surface potential can be confusing but they are all equivalent. Each
expression can be translated directly into any other expression. In
this report, the units of pressure head are used. When it is necessary
to use units of hydrostatic pressure such as bars or atmospheres, the
conversion factor, CNVRSN must be specified. For example, a pressure of
1 bar is equivalent to the height of a vertical water column or pressure
head of 1020 centimeters. Thus, when matric potential is expressed in
terms of bars and the unit of length in centimeters, then CNVRSN =
1020 cm/bar.
Table 4.3 shows a list of commonly encountered units of matric
potential or plant surface potential and the corresponding conversion
factors to convert potential to head. The user must always specify a
non-zero, positive conversion factor, CNVRSN, on program card #3. If
there is no conversion, set CNVRSN = 1.

4.5.5 Specify the CNSTS Parameter, Program Card #6
The CNSTS parameters are the coefficients associated with the model
for solute sorption isotherms. Lists of sorption isotherm models are
given in Vol. I, Tables 1.3, and 1.4. FORTRAN equivalents of the models
are given below.

Equilibrium Sorption Isotherm Models
Linear:

JSORB = 1
S(i) = CNSTS(1)*C(i) + CNSTS(2)

Langmuir:

JSORB = 2
S(i) = CNSTS(1)*C(1)/(1. + CNSTS(2)*C(i)) + CNSTS(3)

Freundlich: JSORB = 3
S(i) = CNSTS(1)*C(i)**CNSTS(2) + CNSTS(3)
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Table 4.3 Factors for conversion of units of potential to units of
head: [L] = [L p ] • CNVRSN
Unit of potential',

]

Unit of length2 , [L]

CNVRSN

3

bar

inch

bar

centimeter

atmosphere

inch

atmosphere

centimeter

inches of water

inch

1.0

inches of water

centimeter

2.54

centimeters of water

inch

0.394

centimeters of water

centimeter

1.0

inches of mercury

inch

13.59

inches of mercury

centimeter

34.54

centimeters of mercury

inch

centimeters of mercury

centimeters

401.5
1020.0

406.8
1033.0

5.353
13.59

'Units of potential, UPTNTL, in which PWILT, P0, YPW, SAT, DRY are
expressed when JWORIF= 1.
2
The unit of head, e.g., pressure head or hydraulic head, which is
expressed as a unit of length, ULNGTH.
Conversion factors, based on the units given by Taylor and Ashcroft
(1972) on page 510 where
1 bar = 0.9869 atm = 401.5 in H 2 0 = 1020 cm H20.
1 atmosphere = 1.013 bars = 406.8 in H2 0 = 1033 cm H20.
1 inch of water at 4°C = 2.458 x 10 3atm = 2.491 x 103 bar
= 0.1868 cm Hg.
1 centimeter of mercury at 0°C = 0.01316 atm = 0.01333 bar
= 5.353 in H O.
2
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Non-Equilibrium Sorption Isotherm Models
Linear:

JSORB = 5

at
Bi-linear:

= CNSTS(1)*C(i) + CNSTS(2)*S(i) + CNSTS(3)

JSORB = 6
at

= CNSTS(1)*C(i) + CNSTS(2)*S(i) + CNSTS(3)*C(i)*S(i)
+ CNSTS(4)

Langmuir:

JSORB = 7
aS = CNSTS(1)*C(i)/(1+CNSTS(2)*C(i))+CNSTS(3)*S(i)+CNSTS(4)
at

Freundlich: JSORB = 8
aS
= CNSTS(1)*C(i)**CNSTS(2) + CNSTS(3)*S(i) + CNSTS(4)
514.5.6 Program Card #8
Acronyms can convey elucidating information without the bulkiness
of a full title. In this program, the units of length, potential, time,
and mass are shown with each variable that is printed out. The acronym
for each of these four units is fed in via program card #8. The computer
program does not need to know the units being used, as long as the set
of units is consistent. However, program card #8 allows the input of
four acronyms describing the units that are being used for visual
display. If the user does not punch in any acronym into card 8, the
program will print out blanks.
Listed below are typical acronyms that might be used and which fit
the prescribed format. Note that the CNVRSN parameter of program card 3
relates the units of potential and length. Some acronyms contain fewer
than the number of letters indicated in parentheses. This problem is
remedied by counting a blank as a letter. For example, M16 is a twoletter acronym of ULNGTH, where 16 is a blank.
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ULNGTH (2)
Acronym

UPTNTL (6)

Meaning

Acronym

Meaning

MM

millimeter

CM HG

centimeters of mercury

CM

centimeter

IN H20

inches of water

M

meter

PASCAL

newton per square meter

IN

inch

MB

millibar

FT

foot

BAR

bar

YD

yard

ATM

atmosphere

CM H20

centimeters of water

UTIME (3)

UMASS (3)

Acronym

Meaning

Acronym

SEC

second

MG

milligram

MIN

minute

G

gram

HR

hour

KG

kilogram

DAY

day

LB

pound

MTH

month

MEQ

milliequivalents

YR

year

Meaning

4.5.7 Specify the Size of the Time Step With K1DELT
The parameter K1DELT controls the size of the time step, DTK1. A
more detailed discussion on the choice of size of the time step is given
in Vol. I, Section 2.1.2. The future time level, (k+1), at which the
program will solve the water and solute equations, is defined as
t

k+1

=t

k

+ At

k+1

When K1DELT = 1, the time step At k+1 is defined by the general formula
k+1
At
= a + bAt k + ctk
which is expressed in subroutine STEP as
DTK1 = ATCOEF + BTCOEF*DTK + CTCOEF*TIME
k+1
where DTK1 = At
, DTK = At k and TIME = t k . The parameter K1DELT specifies
the method of computing the size of time step DTK1. The following
example illustrates the technique in which the user specifies an empirical
function to define the step-size in subroutine STEP. Let us assume the
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empirical function is defined as
t

k

< 100 hours, let At

k+1

= .5 hours

t k > 100 hours, let At k+1 = 1. hour
where
= 1. hour
At .
= .5 hours and At
min
max
To program the above function, the following steps are taken:
i)
ii)
iii)

set KIDELT = 2 on program card #1
set DTMIN = .5 and DTMAX = 1. on program card #5
write the following FORTRAN program in subroutine STEP
SUBROUTINE STEP(TIME)
CONTINUE
IF(TIME.LE.100.) DTK1 = .5
IF(TIME.GT.100.) DTK1 = 1.
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Note that the empirical function for At

k+1

is inserted between statements

80 CONTINUE and 100 CONTINUE of subroutine STEP.
As another example, assume that the user wants each time step to
increase by 10 percent, with a minimum and maximum size step of .01 hour
and 1 hour respectively:
At

k+1

= 1.1 At

k

At..01 and At
= 1.
mln
max
In order to program this second example, take the following steps:
i)
ii)
iii)

set K1DELT = 1 on program card #1
set DTMIN = .01 and DTMAX = 1. on program card #5
set ATCOEF = 0.
BTCOEF = 1.1
CTCOEF = 0.
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4.5.8 Specify the Frequency of Printouts with NSKIP
The parameter NSKIP controls the frequency of computer printouts.
For example, if the user only wants a listing of the computed results of
water content, matric potential, solute concentration, fluxes, and
uptake by roots every 10 time steps, the following steps could be
taken:
on program card g l, set
NSKIP = 10
OUTPUT = 0
Setting OUTPUT = 0 routes the output to the line printer with the logical unit number "OUT".
Under some circumstances, the user may want output after a certain
time period, but not before. To do this, the parameter NSKIP must be
specified as a function of time in subroutine STEP. Consider the
example in which output is desired after 100 hours of simulation, with
the data printed out every 10 time steps thereafter. The following
steps could be taken:
i)
ii)

set NSKIP = 0 and OUTPUT = 0 on program card #1
write the following FORTRAN program in subroutine STEP
SUBROUTINE STEP(TIME)
R

•

•

100 CONTINUE
NSKIP = 0
IF(TIME.GE.100.) NSKIP = 10
RETURN
END
Setting NSKIP equal to zero suppresses both the printing and the punching of data after each time step except at time = TIMED and time=
TIMEF. The program will always print the initial and the final results.
If a flux type (4th) boundary condition is specified on the upper
surface for the water flow equation and OUTPUT 2, the program will
always print the potential and actual water flux through the upper
surface after every time step (Vol. IV, Figure 7.16).
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4.6 Specifications of Program Parameter Format
The list below refers to data cards discussed in previous sections.
All data must be right-justified when punching either integer values or
when using the scientific E format notation (e.g. 1.022E+03).
Card name

Columns

Data Parameter

Data Format

Title card #1

1-80

TITLE

any alpha-numeric

Title card #2

1-80

TITLE

any alpha-numeric

Title card #3

1-80

TITLE

any alpha-numeric

Program card #1

1-5

JSORB

15

6-10

JWORH

15

11-15

MODE

15

16-20

ITRMAX

15

21-25

NSKIP

15

26-30

OUTPUT

15

31-35

K1DELT

15

1-5

XORDER

15

6-10

SCAN

15

11-15

SAVE

15

16-20

START

15

21-25

BEST

15

1-10

ACLRAT

E10.4

11-20

GRAV

E10.4

21-30

PWILT

E10.4

31-40

DRY

E10.4

41-50

SAT

E10.4

51-60

RR

E10.4

61-70

CNVRSN

E10.4

1-10

ARATIO

E10.4

11-20

QRATIO

E10.4

21-30

SRATIO

E10.4

31-40

WRATIO

E10.4

1-10

TIMED

E10.4

11-20

T1MEF

E10.4

Program card #2

Program card #3

Program card #4

Program card #5
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Card name

Columns

Program card #2
(continued)

Program card #6

Program card #7

Program card #8

Data Parameter

Data Format

21-30

DTMIN

E1O.4

31-40

DTMAX

E10.4

41-50

TGRID

E10.4

1-10

CNSTS(1)

E1O.4

11-20

CNSTS(2)

E10.4

21-30

CNSTS(3)

E10.4

31-40

CNSTS(4)

E1O.4

1-10

ATCOEF

E1O.4

11-20

BTCOEF

E10.4

21-30

CTCOEF

E10.4

1-2

ULNGTH

2A1

11-16

UPTNTL

6A1

21-23

UTIME

3A1

31-33

UMASS

3A1

4.7 Data Sets
When tabular data are used, data set parameters and data set arrays
must be specified in addition to program parameters. There is a total
of 27 data sets. Their description and parameters are listed in Table
4.4. There must be at least one input data card corresponding to each
data set. Hence, even if tabular arrays are not used, but empirical
formulae are used for all the data sets, there would still be 27 data
cards to feed in. The general form of the data set is shown in Figure
4.6. The format specifications of a data set are given in Table 4.5. A
list of the functions and the corresponding independent parameters are
given in Table 4.6 for the condition where an empirical formula is used.
Before proceeding, it is helpful to reexamine the notation used
when specifying data sets,
Ellipses indicate the particular data set name, e.g., (...)
KWZ, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Hence, NUMKWZ,
TBLKWZ, XKWZ, YKWZ, etc. are data for unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity.
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NUM ( ... )

Variable which specifies the number of array elements (data
points) contained in data arrays X(...) and Y(...). NUM (...)
is set to zero if anempirical formula is used for this data
set. For example, NUMKWZ = 10 indicates that there are 10
data points in arrays XKWZ and YKWZ.

TBL(... Decision variable indicating the type of interpolation scheme
to be used with arrays X(...) and Y(...). TBL(...) can only
have integer values between -1 and 10. For example, TBLKWZ =
4 indicates that the data in arrays XKWZ and YKWZ are to be
transformed according to a semi-logarithmic relationship and
then linearly interpolated. Additional details are given in
Vol. II, Section 4.8.
X(...) Array containing specified values of the independent variable
(X 1,). For example, XKWZ(i) is the i-th value of water content
in data set KWZ.
Y(...)

Array containing specified values of the dependent variable,

i

e.g., Y = Function (X.), i = 1, ..., NUM(...). YKWZ(i) is
the i-th value of hydraulic conductivity of data set KWZ.
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Table 4.4.
Data
set

1
Lo
q::,

List of data set parameters

(R.H.S. = right hand side, B.C. = boundary condition)

Description

Required
parameters

Data set
arrays

1

Subroutine
involved

2

Subroutine
parameters

ZO

initial distribution of spatial nodes

NUMZO,

TBLZO

ZO

INTLZ

ZO

ZF

final distribution of spatial nodes

NUMZF,

TBLZF

ZF

FNLZ

ZF

CO

initial concentration of solute in
liquid phase

NUMCO,

TBLCO

XCO,

YCO

INTLC

CO

PO

initial matric potential

NUMPO,

TBLPO

XPO,

YPO

INTLP

PO

SO

initial concentration of solute in
solid phase

NUMSO,

TBLSO

XSO,

YS0

INTLS

SO

WO

initial volumetric water content

NUMWO,

TBLWO

XWQ$,

YWO

INTLW

WO

BCB

B.C. of solute in liquid phase at z=z max

NUMBCB, TBLBCB

XBCB, YBCB

BCCBTM

BCBTMC

FCB

R.H.S. of B.C. of solute in liquid phase
at z=z

NUMFCB, TBLFCB

XFCB, YFCB

BCCBTM

FBIMC

BCT

B.C. of solute in liquid phase at z=z 0

NUMBCT, TBLBCT

XBCT, YBCT

BCCTOP

BCTOPC

FCT

R.H.S. of B.C. of solute in liquid phase
at z=z0

NUMFCT, TBLFCT

XFCT, YFCT

BCCTOP

FTOPC

BWB

B.C. of either the water flow or pressure
based equations at z=z

NUMBWB, TBLBWB

XBWB, YBWB

BCWBIM

BCBTMW

FWB

R.H.S. of B.C. of either the water flow or
pressure based equations at z=z
max

NUMFWB, TBLFWB

XFWB, YFWB

BCWBTM

FBTMW

BWT

B.C. of either the water flow or pressure
based equation at z=z 0

NUMBWT, TBLBWT

XBWT, YBWT

BCWTOP

BCTOPW

FWT

R.H.S. of B.C. of either the water flow or
pressure based equation at z=z0

NUMFWT, TBLFWT

XFWT, YFWT

BCWTOP

FTOPW

Table 4.4. Continued.
Data
set
CG

Description
coefficient of the solute source/sink term

Required
parameters
NUMCG,

TBLCG

Data set
arrays
XCG,

1

YCG

Subroutine
involved

2

Subroutine
parameters

SINKC

GCOEF

2

CST stomatal efficiency

NUMCST, TBLCST

XCST, YCST

STMATA

CST, DCSTDP

CTX conductivity of the root cortex

NUMCTX, TBLCTX

XCTX, YCTX

KWCRTX

CTX

DSZ apparent solute dispersion coefficient

NUMDSZ, TBLDSZ

XDSZ, YDSZ

DSZ

DSZI

DWZ soil water diffusivity

NUMDWZ, TBLDWZ

XDWZ, YDWZ

DWZ

DWZI

KWZ hydraulic conductivity

NUMKWZ, TBLKWZ

XKWZ, YKWZ

KWZ

KWZI

PSIW

PSI, DPDW

matric potential as a function of water
PW
.pocontent
I
QPS potential transpiration demand

NUMPW,

TBLPW

XPW,

YPW

NUMQPS, TBLQPS

XQPS, YQPS

PTRNS

QPS

RAC root activity as a function of solute
concentration

NUMRAC, TBLRAC

XRAC, YRAC

RACTYC

RAC

RAW root activity as a function of water content

NUMRAW, TBLRAW

XRAW, YRAW

RACTYW

RAW

NUMRD, TBLRD

XRD, YRD

RDNSTY

RD

NUMRPF, TBLRPF

XRPF, YRPF

RPF

RPFI

NUMWP, TBLWP

XWP, YWP

WPSI

THETA, DWDP

RD

root density

RPF root pressure function
WP

water content as a function of matric
potential

lUsed only when TBL (...) >1
2
Used only when TBL (...)=0

Table 4.5

Specifications for the format for data set cards

Card name
Data set card #1 (required)

Data set card #j+1 (if any)

Columns

1

Data name

Data format1

1- 5

NUM(...)

15

6-10

TBL(...)

15

1-10

X(...)(i)

E10.4

11-20

Y(...)(i)

E10.4

21-30

X(...)(i+1)

E10.4

31-40

Y(...)(i+1)

E10.4

41-50

X(...)(i+2)

E1O.4

51-60

Y(...)(i+2)

E1O.4

61-70

X(...)(i+3)

E1O.4

71-80

Y(...)(i+3)

E1O.4

NUM
where j =
i = ((j-1)4 + 1), and where j = data set card
number and i = data point.
1

A11 integer data must be right-justified (R.J.) when punched on a data
card. Floating point data need not be R.J. unless using the scientific
E format notation (e.g., 1.022E + 03 must be R.J. but 1022. is not.)
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Table 4.6 List of the independent parameters used in the data sets
Data
set

Subroutine

Dependent
function (Y)

ZO

INTLZ

ZO(i)*

ZF

FNLZ

CO

Name

Independent parameter (X)
Description:

Units

node number

ZF(i)*

i
i

INTLC

CO(j)*

Z(j)*

depth

IL]

PO

INTLP

PO(j)*

Z(j)*

depth

IL]

SO

INTLS

SO(j)*

Z(j)*

depth

IL]

WO

INTLW

WO(j)*

Z(j)*

depth

IL]

BCB

BCCBTM

BCBTMC

TIME

time

[T]

FCB

BCCBTM

FBTMC

TIME

time

[T]

BCT

BCCTOP

BCTOPC

TIME

time

IT]

FCT

BCCTOP

FTOPC

TIME

time

[T]

BWB

BCWBTM

BCBTMW

TIME

time

IT]

FWB

BCWBTM

FBTMW

TIME

time

IT]

BWT

BCWTOP

BCTOPW

TIME

time

IT]

FWT

BCWTOP

FTOPW

TIME

time

[T]

CG

SINKC

GCOEF

C

solute concentration

IM/LW]

CT

solute mass density

3
IM/L ]

node number

CST

STMATA

CST,DCSTDP

PSURF

plant surface potential

ILp]
P

CTX

KWCRTX

CTX

THETA

water content

3 3
IL /L ]

DSZ

DSZ

DSZI

V

pore-water velocity

[L/T]

DWZ

DWZ

DWZI

THETA

water content

IL134/L3]

KWZ

KWZ

KWZI

THETA

water content

[LW /L3]

PW

PSIW

PSI,DPDW

THETA

water content

[LW /L3]

QPS

PTRNS

QPS

TIME

time

IT]

RAC

RACTYC

RAC

C

solute concentration

3
[M/L ]

RAW

RACTYW

RAW

THETA

water content

[L3/14,3]

RD

RDNSTY

RD

Z

depth

[L]

RPF

RPF

RPFI

Z

depth

[L]

WP

WPSI

THETA,DWDP

PSI

matric potential

IL p]

*

Indicates that this parameter is an array.
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P

4.7.1 Data Set ZO
Data set ZO is used to specify the initial distribution of spatial
nodes. Both the water transport and solute transport equations use the
same spatial node distribution. A second spatial node distribution is
specified through data set ZF and the parameter TGRID. Distribution ZF
is used from time = TGRID to time = TIMEF. If only one spatial node distribution is to be used, set TGRID = 0 and TBLZF = -1 (Section 4.7.2).
The initial spatial node distribution is specified by either the
array ZO or by empirical statements in subroutine INTLZ. Under all
circumstances, one specifies the number of nodes by the data set parameter
NUMZO. If an array is used, specify TBLZO = 1 and if subroutine INTLZ is
used, specify TBLZO = 0.
Data set ZO refers to either a horizontal or a vertical coordinate
system. In all cases, the first or upper surface node is located at z = 0
and the last or lower surface node is located at z = z

max.

Thus

ZO(1) = 0.
ZO(NUMZ()

max `
The program solves either vertical or horizontal soil column problems, the
only distinction being that GRAV = 1 for vertical columns and GRAV = 0 for
horizontal columns.
If there are only a few spatial nodes, it is easier to feed the
nodes in through the data set ZO. If there are many nodes, it is easier
to write a short routine in subroutine INTLZ. For example, if the
vertical soil column is 50 centimeters long and the spatial nodes are to
be located 1 centimeter apart, the following program can be written:
i)

on data set card ZO, specify
NUMZO = 51
TBLZO = 0

ii)

in subroutine INTLZ, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement:

SUBROUTINE INTLZ
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE
ZO(1) = 0.

DO 600 I = 2,NUMZ0
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600 ZO(I) = ZO(I-1) + 1.
RETURN
END
The above example can also be fed in as array ZO in data set ZO:
i)

on data set card ZO
NUMZO = 51
TBLZO = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify array Z0, eight values per
card in E10.4 format, using a total of seven additional cards.
On card 2 of data set ZO, specify ZO(1) = O., ZO(2) = 1., ZO(3)
= 2.,..., ZO(8) = 7.
On card 3 of data set ZO specify
ZO(9) = 8., ZO(10) = 9.,..., ZO(16) = 15.
•

•

•

•

•

•

On card 8 of data set ZO specify
ZO(49) = 48., ZO(50) = 49., ..., ZO(51) = 50.
Note that only the value of the array is typed on data cards. In
the above example, the symbol "ZO(i) = " is given for clarity only.

4.7.2 Data Set ZF
Data set ZF is used to specify the final or second distribution of
spatial nodes. Data set ZO specifies the initial or first distribution
of nodes. At time equal to TGRID, the program automatically transforms
all state variables from the node set ZO to that of node set ZF, using a
linear interpolation routine. Node set ZF is used until the end of the
program, time = TIMEF.
Typically, one might wish to use a fine mesh node distribution
during the beginning of the program and then switch over to a coarse
mesh node distribution. The number of nodes need not be the same, i.e.,
NUMZO need not equal NUMZF, but the soil column length must remain the
same, i.e., ZO(1) = ZF(1) and ZO(NUMZO) = ZF(NUMZF). If a single node
distribution is used, set TGRID = O. and TBLZF = -1.
The final node distribution is specified by either the array ZF or
by empirical statements in subroutine FNLZ. The number of nodes is
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always specified by the data parameter NUMZF. If an array is used,
specify TBLZF = 1 and if subroutine FNLZ is used, specify TBLZF = 0.
In the following example, specify a second spatial node distribution at time = 60 hrs. In a 50-centimeter soil column, place the nodes
every 2 cm. The following steps are taken to specify the space size by
an empirical formula:
i)

on parameter card #5
TGRID = 60.

ii)

on data set card ZF
NUMZF = 26
TBLZF = 0

iii)

in subroutine FNLZ, insert the following cards after the "500
CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE FNLZ
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE

ZF(1) = 0.
DO 600 I = 2, NUMZF
600 ZF(I) = ZF(I-1) + 2.
RETURN
END
The above example can also be fed in as array ZF in data set ZF by
specifying:
i)

on data set card ZF
NUMZF = 26
TBLZF = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify array ZF, eight values per
card in E10.4 format, using four additional cards.
On card 2 specify
ZF(1) = 0., ZF(2) = 2., ..., ZF(8) = 14.
On card 3 specify
ZF(9) = 16.,

ZF(16) = 30.

On card 4 specify
ZF(17) = 32.,

ZF(24) = 46.
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On card 5 specify
ZF(25) = 48., ZF(26) = 50.
Note that only the value of the array element is typed on data
cards. In the above example, the symbol "ZF(i) = " is given for clarity
only.

4.7.3 Data Set CO
Data set CO is used to specify the initial concentration of solute
in the liquid phase. If the solute equation is not to be solved, set
MODE = 1, JSORB

= 0,

NUMCO =

0,

and TBLCO = -1 and go to the next data

set.
The purpose of this data set is to define the initial solute concentration, CO. There are two ways of doing this, namely by feeding in
data arrays XCO and YCO from which array CO is generated using an interpolation routine, or by defining array

CO

in subroutine INTLC. In

either case, array element CO(j) is defined at space node Z0(j), j = 1,
NUMZO.
To satisfy data set

CO,

one must always specify the parameters

NUMCO, TBLCO and either arrays XCO and YCO or array CO. Parameter
NUMCO refers to the number of data points (if anyl used to define
arrays XCO and YCO. TBLCO refers to the type of interpolation to be
used with arrays XCO and YCO. The array element XCO(i) refers to the its spatial location of the i-th specified initial solute concentration,
YCO(i), i = 1, .., NUMCO. Array element C0(j) refers to the j-th
initial solute concentration located at the j-th spatial node Z0(j), j
= 1, ..., NUMZO. Note that arrays XCO and

ZO

and arrays YCO and CO are

not necessarily the same. Arrays XCO and YCO contain the minimum number
of data points needed to define the initial concentration as a function
of space and are fed in via data cards. When XCO and YCO are used, an
interpolation routine, specified by the parameter TBLCO, is used to
generate array CO. If an empirical formula is used, array CO is directly
inserted into subroutine INTLC.
For example, consider the case where the initial solute concentra3
tion is equal to .1 milliequivalents per cm over the entire depth of a
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50-cm long soil column. One could empirically define this as follows:
i)

on data set card CO
NUMCO = 0
TBLCO = 0

ii)

in subroutine INTLC, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE INTLC
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE

DO 600 I = 1, 51
600 CO(I) = .1

RETURN
END
The above example assumes a space step of 1 cm, which is the same
as in the example of Section 4.7.1. Hence, array CO contains 51 elements since NUMZO = 51.
It would have been just as satisfactory to have fed in only two
data points through data arrays XCO and YCO and to have specified a
linear interpolation routine. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on data set card CO
NUMCO = 2
TBLCO = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XCO and YCO in
E10.4 format, arranged in pairs, onto a single card.
On the first card following data set card CO
XC0(1) = 0., YCO(1) = .1, XCO(2) = 50., YCO(2) = .1

Using the above information, the program automatically generates
array CO at nodes ZO using a linear interpolation routine with arrays
XCO and YCO.

4.7.4 Data Set PO
Data set PO is used to specify the initial matric potential of the
soil water. If the water flow equation is not solved in terms of matric
potential, set JWORH = 0, NUMPO = 0, TBLPO = -1 and go to the next data
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set. If the water flow equation is not solved at all, set MODE = 2,
JWORH = 0, NUMPO = 0, TBLPO = -1 and go to the next data set.
The purpose of this data set is to define the initial matric potential, PO. There are two ways of doing this, namely by feeding in data
arrays XPO and YPO from which array PO is generated using an interpolation routine or by directly defining array PO in subroutine INTLP. In
either case, array element P0(j) is defined at space node Z0(j), j = 1,
NUMZO.
To satisfy data set PO, then NUMPO, TBLPO, either arrays XPO and
YPO or array PO must be specified. Parameter NUMPO refers to the
number of data points, if any, used to define arrays XPO, YPO. TBLPO
refers to the type of interpolation to be used with arrays XPO and YPO.
The array element XPO(i) refers to the i-th spatial location of the i-th
specified initial matric potential, YPO(i) i = 1, ..., NUMPO. Array
element P0(j) refers to the j-th initial matric potential at the j-th
spatial node Z O(j ), j = 1, ..., NUMZO. Note that arrays XPO and ZO and
arrays YPO and PO are not necessarily the same. Arrays XPO and YPO
contain the minimum number of data points needed to define the initial
metric potential as a function of space and are fed in via data cards.
When XPO and YPO are used, an interpolation routine, specified by the
parameter TBLPO, is used to generate array PO. If an empirical formula
is used, array PO is directly inserted into subroutines INTLP.

4.7.5 Data Set

SO

Data set SO is used to specify the initial concentration of solute
in the solid phase. If there is no sorption, or if there is only equilibrium sorption (JSORB < 4), set NUMSO = 0, TBLSO = -1, and go to the
next data set.
There are two ways of specifying the initial concentration of
solute in the solid phase, namely by feeding the data arrays XSO and
YSO from which array SO is generated using an interpolation routine or
by directly defining array SO in subroutine INTLS. In either case,
array element SO(j) is defined at space node Z0(j), j = 1, ..., NUMZO.
To satisfy data set SO, then NUMSO, TBLSO, either arrays XSO and
YSO or array S O must always be specified. Parameter NUMSO refers to
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the number of data points, if any, used to define arrays XSO, YSO.
TBLSO refers to the type of interpolation to be used with arrays XSO
and YSO. The array element XSO(i) refers to the i-th spatial location
of the i-th specified initial adsorbed concentration, YS0(i), i = 1,
NUMSO. Array element SO(j) refers to the j-th initial adsorbed
concentration located at the j-th spatial node ZO(j), j = 1, ...,
NUMZO.

4.7.6 Data Set WO
Data set WO is used to specify the initial volumetric water content
in the soil. If the water flow equation is not solved in terms of volumetric water content, set JWORH = 1, NUMWO

= 0,

TBLWO -1, and go to

the next data set. If the water flow equation is not being solved
specify the initial water content in the soil, set MODE = 2, JWORH
and specify data set

WO

= 0

as a function of volumetric water content.

The initial volumetric water content can be specified by feeding in
data arrays XWO and YWO from which array WO is generated using an interpolation routine or by defining array

WO

in subroutine INTLW. In either

case, array element WO(j) is defined at space node ZO(j), j = 1, ...,
NUMZO.
To satisfy data set

WO,

then NUMWO, TBLWO, either arrays XWO and

YO or array WO must always be specified. Parameter NUMWO refers to the
number of data points, if any, used to define arrays XWO, YWO. TBLWO
refers to the type of interpolation routine to be used with arrays XWO
and YWO. The array element XWO(i) refers to the i-th spatial location
of the i-th specified initial water -content, YWO(i), i = 1, ..., NUMWO.
Array element WO(j) refers to the j-th initial volumetric water content
located at the j-th spatial node ZO(j), j = 1, ..., NUMZO.
For example, consider the case where the initial volumetric water
content is constant at .05 cm3 /cm3 in the upper 10 cm, varies linearly
3
from 0.05 to 0.1 cm /cm3 for depths between 10 and 30 cm and remains a
constant 0.1 cm3 /cm3 at depths from 30 to

50

cm in a

50

cm deep soil

column. This condition is empirically defined as follows:
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i)

on data set card WO
NUMWO = 0

ii)

TBLWO = 0
in subroutine INTLW, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE INTLW
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE

DO 600 I = 1, 11
600 WO(I) = 0.05

DO 610 I = 12, 31
610 WO(I) = WO(I-1) + 0.0025
DO 620 I = 32, 51
620 WO(I) = 0.1
RETURN
END
The above example assumes a space step of 1 cm, which is the same
as in the example of Section 4.7.1. Hence, array WO contains 51 elements.
It would also have been possible to feed in four data points
through data arrays XWO and YWO and to specify a linear interpolation
routine. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on data set card WO
NUMWO = 4
TBLWO = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XWO and YWO in
E10.4 format, arranged in pairs, onto a single card.
On the first card following data set card WO punch
XWO(1) = 0., YWO(1) = 0.05, XWO(2) = 10., YWO(2) = 0.05,
XWO(3) = 30., YWO(3) = 0.1, XWO(4) = 50., YWO(4) = 0.1

Using the above information, the program automatically generates
array WO at nodes ZO using a linear interpolation routine with arrays
XWO and YWO.
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4.7.7 Data Set BCB
Data set BCB refers to the "type" of boundary condition that is
specified at the lower boundary of the liquid phase solute equation. If
the solute equation is not being solved, specify MODE = 1, NUMBCB = 0,
TBLBCB = -1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of
solute boundary conditions allowed, namely, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd (Vol. I,
Section 1.3.1). The type of boundary condition is a piecewise-constant
function of time and can be changed at any point in the program.
In subroutine BCCBTM, the type of boundary condition is specified
by the parameter BCBTMC (Table 4.4). There are two ways of specifying
this parameter, namely by feeding in data arrays XBCB and YBCB from
which the parameter BCBTMC is generated using a piecewise-constant
interpolation routine or by directly defining the parameter BCBTMC in
subroutine BCCBTM by means of an empirical formula. In either case,
parameter BCBTMC is defined as a function of time. If arrays are used,
then there must be at least two specified values, i.e., NUMBCB > 2.
For example, consider the case where the soil column is long enough
and the solute front far enough away from the lower boundary that a zero
slope boundary condition can be assumed, i.e., Dc
— = 0, at z
for a
Dz
max
period of 144 hours. This is a second type boundary condition (Vol. I,
Section 1.3.1).
This condition can be defined as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIMED = O.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BCB
NUMBCB = 0
TBLBCB = 0

iii)

in subroutine BCCBTM, insert the following card between
statements "500 CONTINUE" and "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCCBTM (.)
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE

BCBTMC = 2
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1000 CONTINUE
0

•

0

RETURN
END
It would also have been possible to feed in two data points through
data arrays XBCB, YBCB and to specify a piecewise-constant interpolation
routine. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIME0 = 0.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BCB
NUMBCB = 2
TBLBCB = 10

iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XBCB and YBCB in
E10.4 format
XBCB(1) = 0., YBCB(1) = 2., XBCB(2) = 144., YBCB(2) = 2.

The array element XBCB(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified value of the boundary condition type, YBCB(i) is to take effect,
i=1,

NUMBCB. Note that arrays XBCB and YBCB can only be interpo-

lated by the piecewise-constant interpolation routine.
4.7.8 Data Set FCB
Data set FCB refers to the "value" of the boundary condition that
is specified at the lower boundary of the liquid phase solute equation.
If the solute equation is not being solved, set MODE = 1, NUMFCB = 0,
TBLFCB = -1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of
boundary conditions allowed (Vol. I, Section 1.3.1) but the value of the
boundary condition can take on any value as a function of time.
From Table 4.4, one finds that in subroutine BCCBTM, the value of
the boundary condition is specified by the parameter FBTMC. FBTMC
refers to the value on the right-hand side of the boundary conditions.
For example:
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Type

B.C.

R.H.S.

Units

1st

c(z

=

FBTMC

[M/L3w]

2nd

ac t
az \z max ,t) =

FBTMC

3
EM/L

3rd

f(z

FBTMC

[M/L2/T]

max

max

,t)

,t)

=

w

Note that any flux, F, in the soil column is a positive quantity when
flowing in the positive direction and a negative quantity when flowing
in the negative direction. One specifies the parameter FBTMC either by
feeding in data arrays XFCB and YFCB or by directly defining the parameter FBTMC in subroutine BCCBTM.
Using the example of Section 4.7.7, we wish to define a zero slope
ac
on the lower boundary, e.g. — = 0 at m
for 144 hours, thus FBTMC =
az
ax
z

0.

This could be empirically defined as follows:
i)

on data set card FCB
NUMFCB= 0
TBLFCB = 0

ii)

in subroutine BCCBTM, insert the following card after statement "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCCBTM(.)
•

1

•

•

000 CONTINUE

FBTMC = 0.
RETURN
END
The FBTMC parameter can also be defined by feeding in arrays XFCB
and YFCB and by specifying a linear interpolation routine. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on data set card FCB
NUMFCB = 2
TBLFCB = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XFCB and YFCB
in E10.4 format
XFCB(1) = 0., YFCB(1) = 0., XFCB(2) = 144., YFCB(2) = 0.
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The array element XFCB(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified value of the boundary condition, YFCB(i) is to take effect, i=1,
NUMFCB.

4.7.9 Data Set BCT
Data set BCT refers to the "type" of boundary condition that is
specified at the upper boundary of the liquid phase solute equation. If
the solute equation is not being solved, specify MODE = 1, NUMBCT = 0,
TBLBCT = -1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of
boundary conditions allowed, namely 1st, 2nd and 3rd (Vol. I, Section
1.3.1). The type of boundary condition is a piecewise-constant function
of time and can be changed at any point in the program.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCCTOP, the type of boundary
condition is specified by the parameter BCTOPC. It is specified either
by feeding in data arrays XBCT and YBCT or by directly defining the
parameter in subroutine BCCTOP. In either case, parameter BCTOPC is
defined as a function of time. If arrays are used then there must be at
least two specified values, i.e., NUMBCT > 2 and a piecewise-constant
interpolation routine must be specified, i.e., TBLBCT = 10.
Consider the example in which a 50 centimeter deep soil column has
3
an initial solute concentration of 0.1 meq/cm throughout. Pure water
is added to the upper soil surface at a constant rate for 10 hours at
which time redistribution begins, with no additional solute or water
flux through the upper soil surface. Redistribution continues for an
additional 134 hours. From Vol. I, Section 1.3.1, it is known that both
'infiltration and redistribution of solute flux are defined as 3rd type
boundary conditions.
The "type" of boundary condition is defined by:
i)

on program card i'5
TIMED = 0.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BCT
NUMBCT = 0
TBLBCT = 0
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iii)

in subroutine BCCTOP, insert a card between statements "500
CONTINUE" and "1000 CONTINUE" as follows:
SUBROUTINE BCCTOP (.)
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE
BCTOPC = 3

1000 CONTINUE
•

•

•

RETURN
END
It is also possible to feed in two data points through data arrays
XBCT, YBCT

and to specify a piecewise-constant interpolation routine.

The procedure is as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIMED = 0.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BCT
NUMBCT = 2

li

TBLBCT = 10

iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XBCT and YBCT in
E10.4 format
XBCT(1) =

0., YBCT(1) = 3., XBCT(2) = 144., YBCT(2) = 3.

The array element XBCT(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified
value of the boundary condition type, YBCT(i), is to take effect, i=1,
NUMBCT.
4.7.10 Data Set FCT
Data set FCT refers to the "value" of the boundary condition specified at the upper boundary of the liquid phase solute equation. If the
solute equation is not being solved, set MODE = 1, NUMBCT = 0, TBLFCT =
-1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of boundary
conditions allowed (Vol. I, Section 1.3.1) but the value of the boundary
condition can take on any value as a function of time.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCCTOP, the value of the boundary
condition is specified by the parameter FTOPC. FTOPC refers to the
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value on the right-hand side of the boundary conditions. For example:
B.C.

R.H.S.

UNITS

c(O,t)

FTOPC

[M/L3 ]
w
3
[M/L /L]

TYPE
1st

ac,A
--kw t iFTOPC
az '

2nd
3rd

=

FTOPC

[M/L2/T]

Flux, F, in the soil column is a positive quantity when flowing in
the positive direction and a negative quantity flowing in the negative
direction. The parameter FTOPC is specified either by feeding in data
arrays XFCT and YFCT or by defining the parameter FTOPC in subroutine
BCCTOP. An example for each type of boundary condition follows.
1st Type B.C.
Consider the condition where a fixed solute concentration is main3
tained on the soil surface, e.g., c(O,t) = 0.1 meq/cm , for a period of
10 hours and equal to zero from then on. Empirically define this condition in the computer program as follows:
i)

on data set card FCT, specify:
NUMFCT = 0
TBLFCT = 0

ii)

define data set BCT to equal 1 (i.e., a first type B.C.)
in subroutine BCCTOP, insert the following cards after state-

iii)

ment "1000 CONTINUE":
SUBROUTINE BCCTOP(.)
• • •
1000 CONTINUE
FTOPC = 0.1
IF (TIME.GT.10.)FTOPC = 0.
RETURN
END
This boundary condition can also be fed in by setting
i)

on data set card FCT
NUMFCT = 3
TBLFCT = 10

ii)

define data set BCT to equal 1
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iii)

specify arrays XFCT and YFCT in E10.4 format
XFCT(1) = 0., YFCT(1) = 0.1, XFCT(2) = 10.,
YFCT(2) = 0., XFCT(3) = 144., YFCT(3) = 0.

A piecewise-constant interpolation is used in the above example because
the B.C. had a "step" change after 10 hours. The array element XFCT(i)
defines the time at which the i-th specified value of solute concentration at the upper surface, YFCT(i) = c(0,t i ), is to take effect, i = 1,
NUMFCT.
2nd Type B.C.

Consider the condition where the concentration gradient of solute
9c
at the soil surface is defined as a function of time, e.g., Tz-(0,t)
=
0. Empirically define a zero gradient in the computer program as
follows:
i)

on data set card FCT, specify
NUMFCT = 0
TBLFCT = 0

ii)
iii)

define data set BCT to equal 2 (i.e., a second type B.C.)
in subroutine BCCTOP, insert the following card after statement "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCCTOP(.)
•

•

•

1000 CONTINUE
FTOPC = 0.
RETURN
END
This boundary condition may also be fed in by setting
i)

on data set card FCT
NUMFCT = 2
TBLFCT = 1

ii)
iii)

define data set BCT to equal 2
specify arrays XFCT and YFCT in E10.4 format
XFCT(1) = 0., YFCT(1) = 0., XFCT(2) = 144.,
YFCT(2) = 0.
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The array element XFCT(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified value of solute gradient at the upper surface, YFCT(i) = t(0, ti),
is to take effect, i = 1,

NUMFCT.

3rd Type B.C.
Third type boundary conditions are defined by Equation 1.37, Vol.
I, as
f(t) = iqz(0,0c(0,01
In subroutine BCCTOP, this is written as
FTOPC = QWTOP*CTOP
where FTOPC = f(t), QWTOP = q z (0,t) and CTOP = c(0,t). Since program
OR-NATURE computes the Darcian flux term QWTOP at each time step before
it solves the solute equation, only the value of surface solute concentration, CTOP, as a function of time needs to be defined.
Using the example of Section 4.7.9, pure water is added to the
upper soil surface for 10 hours, i.e., c(0,t) = 0, and then redistribution of the solute and water is allowed to occur. Both infiltration and
redistribution of solute at the surface are defined as third type
boundary conditions. This example may be empirically defined as follows:
i)

on data set card FCT
NUMFCT = 0
TBLFCT = 0

ii)
iii)

define data set BCT to equal 3 (i.e., a third type B.C.)
in subroutine BCCTOP, insert the following card after statement "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCCTOP(.)
•

•

•

1000 CONTINUE

FTOPC = 0.
RETURN
END
The FTOPC parameter may also be defined by specifying the value of
CTOP in arrays XFCT and YFCT. For pure water, CTOP = 0 and during
redistribution QWTOP = 0 (i.e., set CTOP = 0). The procedure is as
follows for this example:
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i)

on data set card FCT
NUMFCT = 2
TBLFCT = 1

ii)
iii)

define data set BCT to equal 3
specify the variable CTOP in arrays XFCT and YFCT in E10.4
format
XFCT(1) = 0., YFCT(1) = 0., XFCT(2) = 144.,
YFCT(2) = 0.

The array element XFCT(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified value of solute concentration at the upper surface, YFCT(i) =
CTOP(t i ), is to take effect, i = 1,

NUMFCT.

In the above example, we have seen how array YFCT is defined for
each of the different types of boundary conditions. These differences
are summarized below.
Type

B.C.

Definition of array YFCT

1st

YFCT(i) = c(0,t i ) = FTOPC(ti)

2nd

YFCT(i) = 11(0,t i ) = FTOPC(ti)

3rd

YFCT(i) = c(0,t i ) = CTOP(ti)
i = 1,

4.7.11 Data Set

NUMFCT

BWB

Data set BWB refers to the "type" of boundary condition that is
specified at the lower boundary of the water flow equation. If the
water flow equation is not being solved, specify MODE = 2, JWORH = 0,
NUMBWB = 0, TBLBWB = - 1 and go to the next data set. There are only
three types of water flow boundary conditions allowed, namely 1st, 2nd
and 4th (Vol. I, Section 1.2.1). The type of boundary condition is a
piecewise-constant function of time and can be changed at any point in
the program.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCWBTM, the type of boundary
condition is specified by the parameter BCBTMW. The parameter BCBTMW is
used when solving the water flow equation in terms of water content,
matric potential or using the Kirchhoff transform. The parameter is
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specified by feeding in data arrays XBWB and YBWB from which the parameter BCBTMW is generated using a piecewise-constant interpolation
routine or by defining the parameter BCBTMW in subroutine BCWBTM by
means of an empirical formula. In either case, parameter BCBTMW is
defined as a function of time. If arrays are used, then there must be
at least two specified values, i.e., NUMBWB > 2.
Consider the example where the soil column is long enough and the
water front far enough away from the bottom of the soil column that a
8
= 0, at z
zero gradient boundary condition can be assumed, i.e.,
max
for a period of 144 hours. This is a 2nd type boundary condition (Vol. I,
Section 1.2.1).
This condition can be empirically defined as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIMED = 0.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BWB
NUMBWB = 0
TBLBWB = 0
in subroutine BCWBTM, insert a card between statements "500

iii)

CONTINUE" and "1000 CONTINUE" as follows:
SUBROUTINE BCWBTM(.)
•

5

00

•

•

CONTINUE
BCBTMW = 2

1000

CONTINUE
0

•

•

RETURN
END
It would also have been possible to feed in data points through
data arrays XBWB, YBWB. A piecewise-constant interpolation routine must
be specified. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIMED = 0.
TIMEF = 144.
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ii)

on data set card BWB
NUMBWB = 2
TBLBWB = 10

iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XBWB and YBWB in
E10.4 format
XBWB(1) = 0., YBWB(1) = 2., XBWB(2) = 144., YBWB(2) = 2.

The array element XBWB(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified
value of the boundary condition type, YBWB(i) is to take effect, i=1,...,
NUMBWB.

4.7.12 Data Set FWB
Data set FWB refers to the "value" of the boundary condition specified at the lower boundary of the water flow equation. If the water
flow equation is not being solved, set MODE = 2, JWORH = 0, NUMFWB = 0,
TBLFWB = -1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of
boundary conditions allowed (Vol. I, Section 1.2.1) but the value of the
boundary condition can take on any value as a function of time.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCWBTM, the value of the bound
ary condition is specified by the parameter FBTMW, referring to the
value on the right-hand side of the boundary condition.
Type

JWORH

B.C.

For example:

R.H.S.

Units

=

FBTMW

3
3
IL /L ]

,t)

=

FBTMW

IL p]

t)

=

FBTMW

IL3W/L4]

1st

0

1st

1

2nd

0

2nd

1

az (z,t)

=

FBTMW

IL IL]

4th

0

R(zmax,t)

=

FBTMW

[L

4th

1

R(z

=

FBTMW

3
2
[I, w/L /T]

e(zmax't)
tp(z

max

ae
az

max'
max

max'

t)

3
w

2
/L /T]

Flux, R, in the soil column is a positive quantity if moving in the
positive direction and negative if moving in the negative direction.
The parameter FBTMW is specified either by feeding in data arrays XFWB
and YFWB or by defining the parameter FBTMW in subroutine BCWBTM.
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For the example of Section 4.7.11, define a zero gradient on the
ae
for 144 hours, thus FBTMW = 0.
lower boundary, i.e. , - = 0 at z
max
az
This is empirically defined as follows:

i)

on data set card FWB
NUMFWB = 0
TBLFWB = 0

ii)

in subroutine BCWBTM, insert the following card after statement "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCWBTM(.)
e

1000

•

0

CONTINUE
FBTMW = 0.
RETURN
END

The FBTMW parameter can also be defined by feeding in arrays XFWB
and YFWB and specifying a linear interpolation routine. The procedure
for this example is as follows:
i)

on data set card FWB
NUMFWB = 2
TBLFWB = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XFWB and YFWB in
E10.4 format
XFWB(1) = 0., YFWB(1) = 0., XFWB(2) = 144., YFWB(2) = 0.

The array element XFWB(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified
value of the boundary condition, YFWB(i), is to take effect, i=1,
NUMFWB.
4.7.13 Data Set BWT
Data set BWT refers to the "type" of boundary condition specified
at the upper boundary of the water flow equation. If the water flow
equation is not being solved, specify MODE = 2, JWORH = 0, NUMBWT = 0,
TBLBWT = -1 and go to the next data set. There ,are only three types of
water flow boundary conditions allowed, namely 1st, 2nd, and 4th (Vol. I,
Section 1.2.1). The type of boundary condition is a piecewise-constant
function of time and can be changed at any point in the program.
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Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCWTOP, the type of boundary
condition is specified by the parameter BCTOPW. The parameter BCTOPW is
used whether solving the water flow equation in terms of water content,
potential, or using the Kirchhoff transform. There are two ways of
specifying this parameter, namely by feeding in data arrays XBWT and
YBWT from which the parameter BCTOPW is generated using a piecewiseconstant interpolation routine or by defining the parameter BCTOPW in
subroutine BCWTOP by means of an empirical formula. In either case,
parameter BCTOPW is defined as a function of time. If arrays are used,
then there must be at least two specified values, i.e., NUMBWT > 2, and
TBLBWT must equal 10.
Again consider the example described in Section 4.7.9 in which
water is added to the upper soil surface for 10 hours and is then
stopped. For the remaining 134 hours, redistribution of the soil water
occurs but no additional water flux through the upper surface is
allowed. According to Vol. I, Section 1.2.1, both infiltration and
redistribution of water flux are defined as 4th type boundary conditions. Empirically define the "type" of boundary condition as follows:
i)

on data set card BWT
NUMBWT = 0
TBLBWT = 0

ii)

in subroutine BCWTOP, insert the following card between statements "500 CONTINUE" and "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCWTOP(.)
•

5

00

•

•

CONTINUE
BCTOPW = 4

1000

CONTINUE
•

•

•

RETURN
END
It is also possible to feed in two data points through data arrays
XBWT, YBWT. A piecewise-constant interpolation routine must be specified. The type of boundary condition is defined as being either 1, 2,
or 4, therefore a 1.4 boundary condition type does not exist. Hence,
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one must specify a piecewise-constant interpolation routine when using
data arrays XBWT and YBWT. The procedure is as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIMED = O.
TIMEF = 144.

ii)

on data set card BWT
NUMBWT = 2
TBLBWT = 10

iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XBWT and YBWT in
E10.4 format
XBWT(1) = O., YBWT(1) = 4., XBWT(2) = 144., YBWT(2) = 4.

The array element XBWT(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified
value of the boundary condition type, YBWT(i) is to take effect, i=1,
NUMBWT.
4.7.14 Data Set FWT
Data set FWT refers to the "value" of the boundary condition that
is specified at the upper boundary of the water flow equation. If the
water flow equation is not being solved, set MODE = 2, NUMFWT = 0,
TBLFWT = -1 and go to the next data set. There are only three types of
boundary conditions allowed (Vol. I, Section 1.2.1) but the value of the
boundary condition can take on any value as a function of time.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine BCWTOP, the value of the
boundary condition is specified by the parameter FTOPW. FTOPW refers to
the value on the right-hand side of the boundary condition. For example:
R.H.S.

Units

=

FTOPW

[L 3 /L 3 ]

4)(0,0

=

FTOPW

0

H
-5'(W,t)

=

FTOPW

2nd

1

--5-(0,0

=

FTOPW

4th

0

R(0,t)

=

FTOPW

4th

1

R(0,t)

=

FTOPW

JWORH

B.C.

1st

0

6(0,0

1st

1

2nd

Type
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[Lp]
P
4
3
[L /L ]
w
[L /L]
P
2
3
[L /L /T]
w
2
3
[L /L /T]
w

Flux, R, in the soil column is a positive quantity when moving in
the positive direction and negative when moving in the negative direction. Hence, infiltration is a positive flux and evaporation is a
negative flux through the upper soil surface. The parameter FTOPW is
specified either by feeding in data arrays XFWT and YFWT or by defining
the parameter FTOPW in subroutine BCWTOP.
Consider the example of Sections 4.7.9 and 4.7.13 in which the
entire 50 centimeter deep soil column has an initial volumetric water
3

3

content of .15 cm /cm . Pure water is added to the upper soil surface
at a constant rate of .5 cm/hour for 10 hours. For the remaining 134
hours, only redistribution occurs. According to Vol. I, Section 1.2.1,
both infiltration and redistribution of water flux are defined as 4th
type boundary conditions. These flux boundary conditions can be defined
as follows:
i)

on program card #5
TIME0 = 0.

TIMEF = 144.
ii)

on data set card FWT
NUMFWT = 0
TBLFWT = 0

iii)

in subroutine BCWTOP, insert the following cards after statement "1000 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE BCWTOP(.)
•

1

000

•

•

CONTINUE
IF(TIME.LE.10.) FTOPW = .5
IF(TIME.GT.10.) FTOPW = 0.
RETURN
END

The FTOPW parameter can also be defined by feeding in arrays XFWT
and YFWT and by specifying a piecewise-constant interpolation routine.
A piecewise-constant interpolation routine is used because of the "step"
like change in the flux at 10 hours. The procedure for this example is
as follows:
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i)

on data set card FWT
NUMFWT = 3
TBLFWT = 10

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XFWT and YFWT in
E10.4 format
XFWT(1) = 0., YFWT(1) = . , XFWT(2) = 10., YFWT(2) = 0.,
XFWT(3) = 144., YFWT(3) = 0.

The array element XFWT(i) defines the time at which the i-th specified
value of the boundary condition, YFWT(i), is to take effect, i=1,...,
NUMFWT.
4.7.15 Data Set CG
Data set CG defines the coefficient of solute uptake by the source/
sink term G in subroutine SINKC. If there is no solute source/sink,
specify NUMCG = 0, TBLCG = -1 and go to the next data set. Vol. I,
Section 1.5 presents a general discussion of solute source/sinks and
models are listed in Table 1.5. The solute source/sink term can be
mathematically modeled at the i-th spatial node and the (k+1/2) time
level in Equation 1.54, Vol. I as either an active or a passive model of
root uptake
active:

G(I) = GCOEF

passive: G(I) = GCOEF*A(I)

[M/L3/T]
3
[M/L /T]

3
where G(I) is the i-th solute uptake by the roots [M/L /11, A(I) is the
3 3
i-th water uptake by the roots [I, /L /T], and GCOEF is the coefficient
3
3
of solute uptake [M/L ], [M/L /T] by the root system at node i. The
parameter GCOEF is defined as either the mass of solute taken up per
3
unit volume of water for passive models [A/L ] or as the mass of solute
3
taken up per volume of soil per unit time for active models [M/L /T].
Hence, GCOEF can be considered as the concentration of the solute entering the root system. This concentration may or may not be related to
the concentration in the soil next to the root system. The coefficient,
GCOEF, can be modeled as a function of time, of depth, of water content
and as a function of solute concentration. A non-root source/sink
example of G(i) is given in Vol. IV, Section 7.5.
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Passive Model
Consider an example in which it is assumed that the coefficient of
solute uptake is a passive linear function of the solute concentration in
the soil. Assume that this relationship is defined by
GCOEF = .20*c

[meq/cm3],

G = GCOEF*A(i)

[meq/cm3/hr],

where the solute concentration entering the root is 20 percent of the
solute concentration in the soil at any given node. It is also assumed
that the solute concentration in the soil varies between zero and .4
3
meq/cm .
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine SINKC, the coefficient of solute
uptake is specified by the parameter GCOEF. This parameter can be
specified by feeding in data arrays XCG and YCG from which the parameter
GCOEF is generated using a specified interpolation routine or by
directly defining the parameter GCOEF in subroutine SINKC by means of an
empirical formula.
The parameter GCOEF in the above example can be defined empirically
by:
i)

on data set card CG
NUMCG = 0
TBLCG = 0

ii)

in subroutine SINKC, insert the following cards after statement

"500 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE SINKC(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
GCOEF = .20*C
G = GCOEF*A
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter GCOEF through data
arrays XCG, YCG and to specify a linear interpolation routine. The
procedure for this example is as follows:
i) on data set card CG
NUMCG = 2
TBLCG = 1
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ii)

in subroutine SINKC, insert the following card after the "CALL
INTRP ..." statement (after card line #5289 in Versions 1.1 and
1.2):
SUBROUTINE SINKC(.)
•

0

•

CALL INTRP(NUMCG,TBLCG, ...)
G = GCOEF*A
RETURN
500

CONTINUE
•

•

0

RETURN
END
iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XCG and YCG in
E10.4 format
XCG(1) = 0., YCG(1) = 0., XCG(2) = .4, YCG(2) = .08

The array XCG(.) is equal to the range of solute concentrations in the
soil and array YCG(.) is equal to the corresponding values of GCOEF for
each one of these concentrations.
Active Model
Consider an example in which it is assumed that the coefficient of
solute uptake is an active linear function of the solute concentration in
the soil. Assume that this relationship is defined by
GCOEF = .001*c*0

[meq/cm3/hr]

G = GCOEF

[meq/cm3/hr]

which states that the rate of solute mass entering the root is .1 percent
per hour of the solute mass in the soil at any given node. It is also
assumed that the solute mass in the soil, c ic e, varies between zero and .2
3
meq/cm .
The parameter GCOEF can be specified by feeding in data arrays XCG
and YCG from which GCOEF is generated using a specified interpolation
routine or by directly defining parameter GCOEF in subroutine SINKC by
means of an empirical formula.
The parameter GCOEF in the above example can be defined empirically
by:
i)

on data set card CG
NUMCG = 0
TBLCG = 0
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ii)

in subroutine SINKC, insert the following cards after statement
"500 CONTINUE":
SUBROUTINE SINKC(.)
•

•

500

•

CONTINUE
GCOEF = .001*C*THETA
G = GCOEF
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter GCOEF through data arrays
XCG, YCG, by defining a new variable called CT, c*O, in subroutine SINKC
and specifying a linear interpolation routine. The procedure for this
example is as follows:
i)

on data set card CG
NUMCG = 2
TBLCC = 1

ii)

in subroutine SINKC, remove the "CALL INTRP(.)" statement (card
line 5289 in Versions 1.1 and 1.2) and substitute in the
following cards:
SUBROUTINE SINKC(.)
•

C

•

•

VALUE OF C*THETA
CT = C*THETA
CALL INTRP(NDMCG,TBLCG,XCG,YCC,CT,CCOEF,DYDX,3HCG )
G = GCOEF
RETURN

500

CONTINUE
•

•

•

RETURN
END
Note, for Version 1.2 use 'CG ' instead of 3HCG in the "CALL
INTRP(.)" statement shown above.
iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XCG and YCG in
E1O.4 format
XCG(1)=0.,YCG(1)=0.,XCG(2)=.2,YCG(2)=.002
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4.7.16 Data Set CST
Data set CST defines the stomatal correction factor, c st , and its
derivative, ac ct /asps , in subroutine STMATA. If a root system is not
involved, specify NUMCST = 0, TBLCST = -1, and go to the next data set.
A discussion of the stomatal correction factor is given in Vol. I,
Section 1.4. When the rate of water supply from the roots to the leaves
does not equal the evaporative demand of the atmosphere, the potential
of the water in the leaf cells decreases. This decreasing potential
results in stomatal closure. If TR is the actual rate of transpiration
as computed by the program, and QPS is the potential evaporative demand
as specified by the user, then CST is the correction factor caused by
stomatal closure. Mathematically this is expressed by (see Equation
1.41, Vol. I)
3 2
[L /L /T].

TR = QPS*CST

The parameter CST is a function of the plant surface potential, PSURF,
and CST is specified by the user in subroutine STMATA. The parameter
CST is unitless and is expressed as a ratio. When CST = 0, then the
stomata are completely closed and no transpiration can occur. When CST
= 1, the stomata are completely open and the actual transpiration is
equal to the potential evaporative demand. When the plant surface
potential decreases below that of the specified wilting potential of the
plant, PWILT, the plant dies and all further transpiration and root
uptake stop.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the stomatal
correction factor is zero whenever the plant surface potential is less
than -25 bars, varies linearly between -25 bars and -0.2 bars and is
equal to one for any potential greater than -0.2 bars. Further assume
that the plant wilts at the plant surface potential of -20 bars.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine STMATA, the stomatal correction
factor CST and its derivative with respect to the plant surface potential, DCSTDP, must be specified, where
D(CST)
- DCSTDP
9(PSURF)

[1/Lp].

These parameters can be specified by feeding in data arrays XCST and
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YCST from which the parameters CST and DCSTDP are generated using a
specified interpolation routine or by defining the parameters CST and
DCSTDP in subroutine STMATA by means of empirical formulae.
CST and DCSTDP can be empirically defined for the above example as
follows:
i)

on program card #3
PWILT = -20.

ii)

on data set card CST
NUMCST = 0
TBLCST = 0

iii)

in subroutine STMATA, insert the following cards after statement "500 CONTINUE"
SUBROUTINE STMATA(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
CST = PSURF*.0403 + 1.008
IF(PSURF.LE.-25.) CST = 0.
IF(PSURF.GE.-.2) CST = 1.
DCSTDP = .0403
IF(PSURF.LE.-25.) DCSTDP = 0.
IF(PSURF.GE.-.2) DCSTDP = 0.
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter CST through data
arrays XCST, and YCST and to specify a linear interpolation routine.
The derivative DCSTDP is automatically computed from arrays XCST and
YCST by the computer using the specified linear interpolation routine.
The procedure is:
i)

on program card #3
PWILT = -20.

ii)

on data set card CST
NUMCST = 4
TBLCST = 1

iii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XCST and YCST in
E10.4 format
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XCST(1) = -300., YCST(1) = 0., XCST(2) = -25., YCST(2) =
XCST(3) = -.2, YCST(3) = 1., XCST(4) = 0., YCST(4) = 1.
The array XCST(.) is equal to the range of plant surface potentials and
array YCST(.) is equal to the corresponding values of CST for each one
of these plant surface potentials.
Intermediate computations in the iteration algorithm may utilize a
larger range of plant surface potentials than one would normally expect.
Since the computer program will not allow any extrapolation, one should
"over specify" the range of each data set beyond that which is anticipated. If the range of a data set is too small and if the computer
program needs to evaluate a variable outside of this range, a fatal
error is declared and the program stops. Thus, in the above example,
the lower limit of plant surface potential is arbitrarily set to -300
bars and the upper limit is set at 0. bars. Vol. I, Section 3.2 gives
additional details about the algorithm used to compute this potential,
PSURF.

4.7.17 Data Set CTX
Data set CTX defines the hydraulic conductivity of the root cortex,
K , in subroutine KWCRTX. If roots are not involved, specify NUMCTX =
r
0, TBLCTX = -1, and go to the next data set. A brief discussion of K r
3 2
is given in Vol. I, Section 1.4. K has the units of [1, /L /T], the
r
same as for the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. Hydraulic conductivity is expressed as a function of the volumetric water content of the
3 3
soil IL /L I, even if the water flow equation is being solved as a

w,

function of metric potential.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that . the hydraulic
-8
conductivity of the root cortex has a constant value of 2.5 x 10
cm/hr.
Also assume that the water flow equation is being solved as a function
of water content and that the water content can vary between 0.1 and
3
3
0.35 cm /cm .
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine KWCRTX, the hydraulic conductivity of the root cortex is specified by the parameter CTX. There are
two ways of specifying this parameter. Data arrays XCTX and YCTX from
which the parameter CTX is generated using a specified interpolation
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routine can be used or the parameter CTX can be defined in subroutine
KWCRTX by means of an empirical formula.
CTX in the above example can be defined empirically by:
i)

on data set card CTX
NUMCTX = 0
TBLCTX = 0

ii)

in subroutine KWCRTX, insert the following card after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE KWCRTX(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
CTX = 2.5E-08
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter CTX through data
arrays XCTX and YCTX and specify a linear interpolation routine. The
procedure for this example is as follows:
i)

on data set card CTX
NUMCTX = 2
TBLCTX = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XCTX and YCTX in
E10.4 format
XCTX(1) = .1, YCTX(1) = 2.5E-08, XCTX(2) = .35, YCTX(2) =
2.5E-08

The array XCTX(.) is equal to the range of volumetric water content in
the soil and array YCTX(.) is equal to the corresponding values of CTX
for each one of these water contents. In this particular example, CTX
is a constant but it is still necessary to define at least two elements
for arrays XCTX and YCTX.

4.7.18 Data Set DSZ
Data set DSZ defines the apparent solute dispersion coefficient,
Dsz, in subroutine DSZ. If the solute displacement equation is not
being solved, specify NUMDSZ = 0, TBLDSZ = -1 and go to the next data
set. The solute displacement equation is discussed in Vol. I, Sections
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1.3 and 2.2. The apparent solute dispersion coefficient, DSZI, has the
[L2/T and is usually expressed as a function of the magnitude
units of
of the pore-water velocity:
2
[L /T]

DSZI = A*V + CONST

where A is the dispersivity coefficient [L], V is the magnitude of the
2
pore-water velocity [LIT] and CONST is a constant [L /T].
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the apparent
solute dispersion coefficient is defined by:
DSZI = 0.216*V + 0.192

2
[cm /hr]

0 and 1 cm/hr.

and that V varies between

Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine DSZ, the apparent solute dispersion coefficient is specified by the parameter DSZI. There are two
ways of specifying this parameter. Use data arrays XDSZ and YDSZ from
which the parameter DSZI is generated using a specified interpolation
routine, or define the parameter DSZI in subroutine DSZ by means of an
empirical formula.
DSZI in the above example can be defined empirically by:
i)

on data set card DSZ
NUMDSZ =
TBLDSZ =

ii)

0
0

in subroutine DSZ, insert the following card after the

"500

CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE DSZ(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
DSZI = 0.216*V + 0.192
RETURN
END

The parameter DSZI can also be entered through data arrays XDSZ, YDSZ
specifying a linear interpolation routine. The procedure for this
example is:
i) on data set card DSZ
NUMDSZ = 2
TBLDSZ = 1
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ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XDSZ and YDSZ in
E10.4 format
XDSZ(1) = 0., YDSZ(1) = .192, XDSZ(2) = 1., YDSZ(2) = .408

The array XDSZ(.) spans the expected range of the magnitude of the porewater velocity and array YDSZ(.) is equal to the corresponding values of
DSZI for each one of these pore velocities. For linear interpolation,
only two data points, which span the range of the independent variable,
need to be defined.

4.7.19 Data Set DWZ
Data set DWZ defines the soil water diffusivity coefficient, D, in
subroutine DWZ. When solving the water flow equation in terms of matric
potential, specify NUMDWZ = 0, TBLDWZ = -1 and go to the next data set.
The water flow equation and the diffusivity coefficient are discussed in
Vol. I, Section 1.2.1. The soil water diffusivity coefficient, DWZI,
2
has the units of [L /T] and must be expressed as a function of volumetric water content. The diffusivity coefficient must be specified when
solving the water flow equation as a function of water content (JWORH =

0) and when solving the solute displacement equation by itself (MODE =
2, Table 4.7) because the Darcian flux is a function of the diffusivity
coefficient (Equations 1.3b, 1.34, and 1.36, Vol. I).
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the diffusivity
coefficient is defined as:
2
DWZI = A*exp(B*THETA)
[cm /hr]
2
where A = 0.4464 cm /hr, B = 19.78, and THETA is equal to the volumetric
water content [cm 3 /cm3 ]. It is further assumed that THETA varies between
0.06 and 0.41 cm 3 /cm3 , e.g., between air-dry and saturation.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine DWZ, the diffusivity coefficient
is specified by the parameter DWZI. There are two ways of specifying
this parameter. Use data arrays XDWZ and YDWZ from which the parameter
DWZI is generated using a specified interpolation routine, or define the
parameter DWZI in subroutine DWZ by means of an empirical formula.
Define DWZI in the above example by:
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i)

on data set card DWZ
NUMDWZ = 0
TBLDWZ = 0

ii)

in subroutine DWZ, insert the following card after the "500
CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE DWZ(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
DWZI = 0.4464*EXP(19.78*THETA)
RETURN
END

The parameter DWZI can also be entered through data arrays XDWZ,
YDWZ with a semi-log interpolation routine specified (e.g. lnIDI
versus e, Section 4.8). The procedure for entering the data is:
i)

on data set card DWZ
NUMDWZ = 2
TBLDWZ

ii)

= 4

following the data set card, specify arrays XDWZ and YDWZ in
E10.4 format
XDWZ(1) = 0.06, YDWZ(1) = 1.463, XDWZ(2) = 0.41,
YDWZ(2)

= 1485.

The array XDWZ(.) is equal to the range of the volumetric water content
and array YDWZ(.) is equal to the corresponding value of DWZI for each
one of these water contents. For a semi-log interpolation of exponential functions, only two data points which span the range of the independent variable need to be defined.

4.7.20 Data Set KWZ
Data set KWZ defines the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, K, in
subroutine KWZ. The water flow equation is discussed in Vol. I, Section
1.2.1. The hydraulic conductivity coefficient, KWZI, has units of
3 2
[L /L /T] and must be expressed as a function of volumetric water cones

tent. The conductivity coefficient must always be specified (see Table
4.7), even if only the solute equation is being solved (i.e., MODE = 2).
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Table 4.7.

Variable

Table of specifications of variables, as a function of MODE
and JWORH. "Yes" indicates that the variable must be
specified and "no" indicates that the variable is either
not specified or is not applicable
MODE
1

2

yes

yes

yes

JWORH = I

no

no

no

JWORH = 0

yes

no

yes

JWORH = 1

yes

no

no

JWORH = 0

yes

yes

yes

JWORH = 1

yes

yes

no

JWORH = 0

no

no

no

JWORH = 1

yes

yes

no

JWORH = 0

yes

yes

no

JWORH = I

no

no

no

JWORH = 0

yes

no

yes

JWORH = 1

yes

no

no

JWORH = 0

no

no

no

JWORH = 1

yes

yes

no

JWORH = 0

*yes

no

*yes

JWORH = 1

*yes

no

no

JWORH = 0

yes

yes

yes

JWORH = I

no

no

no

JWORH

0

JWORH = 0
D(e) = DWZ

D

sz

= DSZ

K(e) = KWZ

e(v) = WP

ge) = PW

c(z,O) = CO

4)(z

,0)= PO

S(z,0) = SO

e(z ,0 ) = W O

*

The initial solid phase solute concentration, So, is only specified when
using a non-equilibrium model of sorption (JSORB > 5).
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When solving the solute equation, pore-water velocity and hence the
Darcian flux which is a function of hydraulic conductivity (Equations
1.3b, 1.34, and 1.36, Vol. I) must be computed.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the conductivity
coefficient is defined by:
[cm/hr]

KWZI = A*exp (B*THETA)

5 cm/hr, B = 35.8 and THETA is equal to the volu3
3
metric water content [cm /cm ]. It is also assumed that THETA varies
3
3
between 0.07 and 0.38 cm /cm , e.g. between air-dry and saturation.

where A = 0.1958 x 10

Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine KWZ, the hydraulic conductivity
coefficient is specified by the parameter KWZI. There are two ways of
specifying this parameter. Use data arrays XKWZ and YKWZ from which the
parameter KWZI is generated using a specified interpolation routine or
define the parameter KWZI in subroutine KWZ by means of an empirical
formula.
Define KWZI in the above example by
i)

on data set card KWZ
NUMKWZ = 0
TBLKWZ = 0

ii)

in subroutine KWZ, insert the following card after the "500
CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE KXZ(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
KWZI = 0.1958E-05*EXP(35.8*THETA)
RETURN
END

The parameter KWZI can also be entered through data arrays XKWZ,
YKWZ with a semi-log interpolation routine specified (e.g. lnIKI versus
Section 4.8). The procedure for this example is:
i)

on data set card KWZ
NUMKWZ = 2
TBLKWZ = 4

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XKWZ and YKWZ in
E10.4 format
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XKWZ(1) = .07, YKWZ(1) = 2.399E-05, XKWZ(2) = 0.38,
YKWZ(2) = 1.584
The array XKWZ(.) is equal to the range of the volumetric water content
and array YKWZ(.) is equal to the corresponding value of KWZI for each
one of these water contents. For a semi-log interpolation of an exponential function, only two data points which span the range of the
independent variable need to be defined.

4.7.21 Data Set PW
Data set PW defines the potential of soil water as a function of
volumetric water content, 4)(0, and the derivative of potential with
respect to water content, 4/36, in subroutine PSIW. When the water flow
equation is not being solved or when the water flow equation is being
solved in terms of matric potential (Table 4.7), specify NUMPW = 0,
TBLPW = -1, and go to the next data set. The matric potential parameter
PSI has units of [L P ] and must be expressed as a function of volumetric
water content. The matric potential derivative parameter, DPDW, has
3 3
units of [L L /L ] and must be expressed as a function of water content.
•P
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the matric potential versus soil water content relationship is defined by:
for e < 0.36
PSI = -1.3*exp(-10.5*THETA)

[bars]

DPDW = -10.5*PSI

[bars]

for e > 0.36
PSI = -15900*exp(-36.6*THETA)

[bars]

DPDW = -36.6*PSI

[bars]

where THETA is equal to the volumetric water content [cm 3 /cm3 ] and
exp(.) is the exponential function. It is assumed that THETA varies
3
3
between 0.07 and 0.38 cm /cm , e.g., between air-dry and saturation.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine PSIW, the matric potential
versus water content relationship is specified by the parameter PSI and
the derivative of this relationship is specified by the parameter DPDW.
There are two ways of specifying these parameters. Use data arrays XPW
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and YPW from which the parameters PSI and DPDW are generated using a
specified interpolation routine, or define the parameter PSI and DPDW in
subroutine PSIW by means of empirical formulae.
Define PSI and DPDW in the above example by:
i)

on data set card PW
NUMPW = 0
TBLPW = 0

ii)

in subroutine PSIW, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE PSIW(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
PSI = -1.3*EXP(-10.5*THETA)
IF(THETA.GE..36)PSI = -15900.*EXP(-36.6*THETA)
DPDW = -10.5*PSI
IF(THETA.GE..36)DPDW = -36.6*PSI
RETURN
END

The parameter PSI can also be entered through data arrays XPW, YPW
with a semi-log interpolation routine specified (e.g. lnitpi versus 0,
Section 4.8). The derivative DPDW is automatically computed from arrays
XPW and YPW using the specified semi-log interpolation routine. The
procedure for this example is:
i)

on data set card PW
NUMPW = 3
TBLPW = 4

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XPW and YPW in
E10.4 format
XPW(1) = 0.07, YPW(1) = -.623, XPW(2) = .36, YPW(2) = -.03,
XPW(3) = 0.38, YPW(3) = -.0145.

The array XPW(.) is equal to the range of the volumetric water content
and array YPW(.) is equal to the corresponding value of PSI for each one
of these water contents. For a semi-log interpolation of an exponential
function, only two data points which span the range of the independent
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variable need to be defined. However, for this example, three data
points are used, one for each end of the water content range, e.g.,
3
3
0.07 and 0.38 cm /cm and one to locate the break in the curve, e.g.,
3
3
0.36 cm /cm .

4.7.22 Data Set QPS
Data set QPS defines the potential transpiration demand, q , as a
ps
function of time in subroutine PTRNS. Where a root system is not involved,
specify NUMQPS = 0, TBLQPS = -1, and go to the next data set. A more
detailed discussion of the root model is given in Section 1.4. The
potential transpiration demand, QPS, has units of

[L3/L2/T ]

and is

always expressed as a function of time Pr]. The potential transpiration
demand, also called the potential evaporative demand, depends only on
climatic conditions such as air temperature and the magnitude of solar
radiation (Penman, 1948). The relationship between the actual and
potential transpiration is given by Equation 1.41, Vol. I. The transpiration demand is always a negative quantity.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the potential
transpiration demand varies exponentially throughout the day, centered
about solar noon:
2
QPS = -A*exp(-B*(H-12.) )

[cm/hr]

where A = 0.01 cm/hr is the maximum transpiration demand, B = 0.0092
is inversely proportional to the variance of QPS versus time and H is the
time, expressed on a 24-hour clock time (e.g., H = 12 at noon and H = 24
at midnight).
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine PTRNS, the potential transpiration demand is specified by the parameter QPS. There are two ways of
specifying this parameter. Use data arrays XQPS and YQPS from which the
parameter QPS is generated using a specified interpolation routine, or
define the parameter QPS in subroutine PTRNS by means of an empirical
formula.
Define QPS in the above example by:
i)

on data set card QPS
NUMQPS = 0
TBLQPS = 0
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ii)

in subroutine PTRNS, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE PTRNS(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
I = TIME/24.
H = (TIME/24.-FLOAT(I))*24.
QPS = -.01*EXP(-.0092*(H-12.)**2.)
RETURN
END

Whenever a floating-point variable is set equal to that of an integer
variable, the computer rounds off the variable to the next lower whole
number. Hence, in the above example, when TIME = 38., then I = 1. The
FORTRAN function FLOAT(.) converts an integer variable to that of a
floating-point variable.
It is also possible to feed in the parameter QPS through data
arrays XQPS, YQPS'and to specify a semi-log interpolation routine (e.g.,
lnlq ps I versus t, Section 4.8). The procedure for the first 27 hours of

this example is:
i)

on data set card QPS
NUMQPS = 10
TBLQPS = 4

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XQPS and YQPS in
E10.4 format
XQPS(1) = 0., YQPS(1) = -.00265, XQPS(2) = 3., YQPS(2) = -.00475,
XQPS(3) = 6., YQPS(3) = -.00718, XQPS(4) = 9., YQPS(4) = -.00921,
XQPS(5) = 12., YQPS(5) = -.01, XQPS(6) = 15.,
YQPS(6) = -.00921, XQPS(7) = 18., YQPS(7) = -.00718,
XQPS(8) = 21., YQPS(8) = -.00475, XQPS(9) = 24.,
YQPS(9) = -.00265, XQPS(10) = 27., YQPS(10) = -.00475

The array XQPS(.) spans the range of time and array YQPS(.) spans the
range of the corresponding values of QPS for each one of these times. In
the above example, a semi-log interpolation routine was specified because
of the exponential relationship of the data. However, 1nIQPSI versus
time is not a straight line, thus intermediate values of QPS must be
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specified to "define the curve." For this example, it was assumed that
defining the QPS versus time curve every three hours and taking a semilog transformation would allow a reasonable interpolation of the data.
The "best" method of interpolation is determined by trial and error. By
setting BEST = 1 on program card #2, the computer program will apply all
10 types of interpolation to each data set and print tables at intermediate values of the independent variable. From these tables, the user
can determine which interpolation method gives the best fit.

4.7.23 Data Set RAC
Data set RAC defines the root solute uptake activity coefficient,
R(c), as a function of solute concentration in subroutine RACTYC. When
a
a root system is not involved, specify NUMRAC = 0, TBLRAC = -1, and go to
the next data set. A more detailed discussion of the root model is given
in Vol.. I, Section 1.4. The root solute uptake activity coefficient,
RAC, is unitless [1], expressed as a ratio, and is always a function of
the liquid phase solute concentration [M/L 3 ]. The total root uptake
activity coefficient, RA, is defined as the net effect of a water activation component, RAW, and a solute activation component, RAC. According
to Equation 1.50, this relationship is defined as
RA = RAC*RAW

[unitless]

When RAC equals zero at any particular point in the root system, the
root section is not able to absorb any water in this section since the
local solute concentration in the soil is unfavorable for uptake. When
RAC equals one, it is assumed that the ability of the root to absorb
water is independent of the local solute concentration in the soil. A
value of RAC between zero and one indicates the percent activation of
the roots as a function of the local solute concentration. Under most
circumstances RAC = 1 because root uptake of water is predominantly a
passive process which is independent of solute concentration. However,
one can use the RAC parameter as a method of modifying the growth
pattern or distribution of the root system in the soil. Using Equations
1.46 and 1.50, Vol. I, the density of roots at any particular point in
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the soil can be controlled by the solute concentration and the water
content of the soil. The apparent root density is equal to
[Lr/L3]

RD*RAC*RAW

which is the total root length per volume of soil, where RD is the
3
ultimate root density IL r /L 1. Hence the activity coefficient for
solute uptake can be conceptualized as the relative effect of solute
concentration on the ability of roots to absorb water, regardless of the
true mechanism by which this is accomplished.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the root uptake of
water is independent of the solute concentration in the soil. In addition, assume that the solute concentration ranges between 0.0 and 0.1
3
meq/cm .
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine RACTYC, the root solute uptake
activity coefficient is specified by the parameter RAC. There are two
ways of specifying this parameter. Use data arrays XRAC and YRAC from
which the parameter RAC is generated using a specified interpolation
routine or define the parameter RAC in subroutine RACTYC by means of an
empirical formula.
Define RAC in the above example by:
i)

on data set card RAC
NUMRAC = 0
TBLRAC = 0

ii)

in subroutine RACTYC, insert the following card after the

"500 CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE RACTYC(.)
0

500

0

•

CONTINUE
RAC = 1.
RETURN
END

The parameter RAC can also be entered through data arrays XRAC
and YRAC with a linear interpolation routine. The procedure for this
example is:
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i)

on data set card RAC
NUMRAC = 2
TBLRAC = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XRAC and YRAC in
E10.4 format
XRAC(1) = 0., YRAC(1) = 1., XRAC(2) = .1, YRAC(2) = 1.

The array XRAC(.) spans the range of solute concentration and array
YRAC(.) spans the range of the corresponding value of RAC for each one

of these solute concentrations.

4.7.24 Data Set RAW

Data set RAW defines the activity coefficient for water uptake,
R(0), as a function of the volumetric water content in subroutine

a

RACTYW. When a root system is not involved, specify NUMRAW = 0, TBLRAW

= -1, and go to the next data set. A more detailed discussion of the
root model is given in Vol. I, Section 1.4. The activity coefficient
for water uptake RAW, is unitless [1], expressed as a ratio with a value
between zero and one, and is always a function of the volumetric water
3

3

content of the soil IL /L ]. The final activity coefficient, for water
w
uptake RA, is defined as the net effect of a water activation component,
RAW, and a solute activation component, RAC (Section 4.7.23).

Equation 1.50, Vol. I, defines this relationship as
RA = RAC*RAW

[unitless]

When RAW equals zero at any point in the root system, the root section
is not able to absorb water in this section since the local water
potential of the soil is unfavorable for uptake. When RAW equals one,
it is assumed that the ability to absorb water is independent of the
local water content in the soil. A value of RAW between zero and one
indicates the percent activation of the roots as a function of the local
water content in the soil. Under most circumstances, RAW = 1 because
root uptake of water is predominantly a passive process and the ability
to absorb water is independent of water content. The amount of water
entering the root is proportional to the difference in matric potential
between the soil and the root, but the ability to absorb water is
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usually considered to be independent of the soil water content. The RAW
parameter can also be used as a method of modifying the growth pattern
or distribution of roots in the soil. Equations 1.46 and 1.50, Vol. I,
determine the density of roots at any particular point in the soil as a
function of the solute concentration, the water content of the soil, and
the ultimate root density. The apparent root density is some fraction
of the ultimate root density expressed by
3
[L /L ]

RD*RAC*RAW

where RD is the ultimate root density [L r /L3 ]. Hence the root water
uptake activity coefficient can be conceptualized as the relative effect
of water content on the ability of the roots to absorb water, regardless
of the true mechanism by which this is done.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the ability of the
roots to absorb water is independent of the volumetric water content of
the soil. In addition, assume that the water content in the soil ranges
3
3
between 0.07 and 0.38 cm /cm .
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine RACTYW, the activity coefficient
for water uptake is specified by the parameter RAW. There are two ways
of specifying this parameter. Use arrays XRAW and YRAW from which the
parameter RAW is generated using a specified interpolation routine, or
define the parameter RAW in subroutine RACTYW by means of an empirical
formula.
RAW in the above example is defined by:
i)

on data set card RAW
NUMRAW = 0
TBLRAW = 0

ii)

in subroutine RACTYW, insert the following card after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE RACTYW(.)
•

•

•

500 CONTINUE
RAW = 1.
RETURN
END
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The parameter RAW can also be entered through data arrays XRAW and
YRAW with a linear interpolation routine specified. The procedure for
this example is:
i)

on data set card RAW
NUMRAW = 2
TBLRAW = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XRAW and YRAW in
E10.4 format
XRAW(1) = .07, YRAW(1) = 1., XRAW(2) = .38, YRAW(2) = 1.

The array XRAW(.) spans the range of water content (e.g., air-dry and
saturation) and array YRAW(.) spans the range of the corresponding
values of RAW for each one of these water contents.

4.7.25 Data Set RD
Data set RD defines the rooting density, R d , as a function of depth
in subroutine RDNSTY. When a root system is not involved, specify NUMRD
= 0, TBLRD = -1, and go to the next data set. A more detailed dis-

cussion of the root model is given in Vol. I, Section 1.4. The rooting
density, RD, is defined as the length of roots per unit volume of soil
3
with units of [L /L ] and is always expressed as a function of soil
r
depth [L]. Taylor and Klepper (1975) published an example of cotton
rooting densities.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the rooting
density is equal to 1 cm root/cm 3 soil in the upper 90 cm of soil and
decreases linearly to 0 cm/cm 3 at 200 cm into the soil column.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine RDNSTY, the rooting density is
specified by the parameter RD. There are two ways of specifying this
parameter. Feed in data arrays XRD and YRD from which the parameter RD
is generated using a specified interpolation routine, or define the
parameter RD in subroutine RDNSTY by means of an empirical formula.
Define RD in the above example by:
i)

on data set card RD
NUMRD = 0
TBLRD = 0
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ii)

in subroutine RDNSTY, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE RDNSTY(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
RD = 1.-(Z-90.)/(200.-90.)
IF(Z.LE.90.)RD = 1.
IF(Z.GE.200.) RD = 0.
RETURN
END

When defining the parameter RD in subroutine RDNSTY using empirical
formulas, it is possible to define RD as a function of time. In this
manner a root system that varies in both space and time can be modeled.
An empirical formula could be used to describe the growth of a root
system. This could be programmed into subroutine RDNSTY.
It is also possible to feed in the parameter RD through data arrays
XRD, YRD and to specify a linear interpolation routine. The procedure
for this example is:
i)

on data set card RD
NUMRD = 3
TBLRD = 1

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XRD and YRD in
E10.4 format
XRD(1) = 0., YRD(1) = 1., XRD(2) = 90., YRD(2) = 1.,
XRD(3) = 200., YRD(3) = 0.

The array XRD(.) spans the range of soil column depth and array YRD(.)
spans the corresponding values of RD at each one of these soil depths.
A linear interpolation routine is specified to interpolate between data
points of arrays XRD and YRD. Hence, a total of three data points are
needed, one at the top of the soil column, one to locate the break in
the root density pattern (e.g. at 90 cm), and one at the bottom of the
soil column.

4.7.26. Data Set RPF
Data set RPF defines the root pressure function, RPFI, as a
function of soil depth in subroutine RPF. When a root system is not
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involved, specify NUMRPF = 0, TBLRPF = -1 and go to the next data set.
A more detailed discussion of the root model is given in Vol. I, Section
1.4. The root pressure function is defined as the friction loss
incurred by the water flowing through the root xylem to the soil surface
(Equation 1.43, Vol. I). The root pressure function is expressed as a
function of depth into the soil [L] and has the unit of [L]. Under most
circumstances, the xylem resistance is considered to be negligible.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the xylem resistance is equal to 10 cm (i.e., 10 millibars). Also assume the soil
column is 200 cm long. The unit of length is that of centimeters in
this example.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine RPF, the root pressure function
(e.g. xylem resistance) is specified by the parameter, RPFI. There are
two ways of specifying this parameter. Use data arrays XRPF and YRPF
from which the parameter RPFI is generated using a specified interpolation routine, or define the parameter RPFI in subroutine RPF by means of
an empirical formula.
Define RPFI in the above example by:
i)

on data set card RPF
NUMRPF = 0
TBLRPF = 0

ii)

in subroutine RPF, insert the following card after the "500
CONTINUE" statement
SUBROUTINE RPF(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
RPFI = 10.
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter RPFI through data
arrays XRPF, YRPF and to specify a linear interpolation routine. The
procedure for this example is:
i)

on data set card RPF
NUMRPF = 2
TBLRPF = 1
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ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XRPF and YRPF in
E10.4 format
XRPF(1) = 0., YRPF(1) = 10., XRPF(2) = 200., YRPF(2) = 10.

The array XRPF(.) spans the range of soil column depth and array YRPF(.)
spans the corresponding value of RPFI at each one of these soil depths.
A linear interpolation routine is specified to interpolate between data
points of arrays XRPF and YRPF.
4.7.27 Data Set WP
Data set WP defines the volumetric water content as a function of
matric potential, 000, and the derivative of water content with respect
to matric potential, 36/4, in subroutine WPSI. When the water flow
equation is not being solved or if the water flow equation is being
solved in terms of water content (Table 4.7), specify NUMWP = 0 and
TBLWP = -1. The parameter defining the volumetric water content, THETA,
3 3
has units of IL /L ] and must be expressed as a function of matric
potential. The parameter defining the derivative of the water content,
3 3
DUTDP,IlasunitsILw iL /L ] and must be expressed as a function of matric
potential. The derivative of the water content is sometimes called the
specific water capacity.
Consider the example in which it is assumed that the water content
versus matric potential relationship i.e., the "characteristic curve" of
the soil is defined by:
for tp < -.03 bars
THETA = -.0952*ln(-PS1/1.3)

[cm3/cm3]

DWDP = .0733/PSI

[cm3/cm3/bar]

for IP > -.03 bars
THETA = -.0273*ln(-PS1/15900.)
DWDP = .00000172/PSI

[cm3/cm3]
3
3
[cm /cm /bar]

where PSI is the matric potential [bars], THETA is the volumetric water
3
3
content [cm /cm ], and ln(.) is the natural logarithmic function. It is
assumed that PSI varies between -0.623 bars for air-dry soil and -0.0145
bars for saturated soil.
Table 4.4 shows that in subroutine WPSI, the water content versus
matric potential relationship is specified by the parameter THETA and
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the derivative of this relationship is specified by the parameter DWDP.
There are two ways of specifying these parameters. Use data arrays XWP
and YWP from which the parameters THETA and DWDP are generated using a
specified interpolation routine, or define the parameters THETA and DWDP
in subroutine WPSI by means of empirical formulae.
Define THETA and DWDP in the above example by:
i)

on data set card WP
NUMWP = 0
TBLWP = 0

ii)

in subroutine WPSI, insert the following cards after the
"500 CONTINUE" statement

SUBROUTINE WPSI(.)
•

500

•

•

CONTINUE
THETA = -.0952*ALOG(-PSI/1.3)
IF(PSI.GE.-.03)THETA = -.0273*ALOG(-PSI/15900.)
DWDP = .0733/PSI
IF(PSI.GE.-.03)DWDP = 1.7E-06/PSI
RETURN
END

It is also possible to feed in the parameter THETA through data
arrays XWP, YWP and to specify a semi-log interpolation routine (e.g., e
versus

Section 4.8). The derivative DWDP is automatically

computed from arrays XWP and YWP using the specified semi-log interpolation routine. The procedure for this example is:
i)

on data set card WP
NUMWP = 3
TBLWP = 6

ii)

following the data set card, specify arrays XWP and YWP in
E10.4 format
XWP(1) = -.623, YWP(1) = .07, XWP(2) = -.03, YWP(2) = .36,
XWP(3) = -.0145, YWP(3) = .38

The array XWP(.) spans the range of the matric potential and array
YWP(.) spans the corresponding value of THETA for each of these matric
potentials. For a semi-log interpolation of a logarithmic function,
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only two data points need to be defined, where these data points span
the range of the independent variable. However, for this example, three
data points are used, one for each end of the matric potential range
e.g. -.623 and -.0145 bars and one to locate the break in the curve, e.g.,
at -.03 bars.

4.8 The TBL(...) Parameter
The TBL(...) parameter can be set to any one of the following
integer values:
TBL(...) = -1
0

The function (...)

is

not to be used in the program;

The function (...)

is

to be represented by an empirical

formula in one of the subroutines (see Table 4.4);
1

A linear interpolation scheme of Y(...) versus X(...) is
to be used;

2

A quadratic interpolation scheme of Y(...) versus X(...)
is to be used;

3

A cubic spline interpolation scheme of Y(...) versus
X(...) is to be used;

4

A linear interpolation scheme of lnlY(...)1 versus X(...)
is to be used. This is a semi-log transform;

5

A cubic spline interpolation scheme of lnIY(...)I versus
X(...) is to be used. This is a semi-log data transform;

6

A linear interpolation scheme of Y(...) versus

lnIX(...)I

is to be used. A semi-log data transform;
7

A cubic spline interpolation scheme of Y(...) versus
lnIX(...)I is to be used. A semi-log transform;

8

A linear interpolation scheme of 1n1Y(...)

1

versus

lnIX(...)I is to be used. A log-log data transform;
9

A cubic spline interpolation scheme of 1n1Y(...)1
versus lnIX(...)I is to be used. A log-log data transform;

10 A piecewise-constant interpolation scheme of Y(...)
versus X(...) is to be used.
In all cases, the user feeds in the X(...) and Y(...) values of the
data set. The computer will automatically perform any semi-log or log-
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log data transformation, depending on the specified value of TBL(...).
An interpolation scheme must be specified for each data set. The choice
of the scheme depends on the function being represented by the data set.
For example, if the function being represented is piecewise-constant,
then a piecewise-constant interpolation scheme should be used.
The computer program does not allow extrapolation, it only allows
interpolation. As long as the data set array X(...) covers the full
range of the expected values of the function variable, then extrapolation is never needed. Extrapolation is at best risky and can be
avoided by making the range of array X(...) sufficiently large.
In the following discussion, the (...) symbol is dropped for con
venience.
4.8.1 Piecewise-Constant Interpolation
When TBL = 10, the data of arrays X and Y are interpolated in a
piecewise-constant manner to find the unknown value of y for a known
value of x. The interpolation is computed in subroutine PIECE as:
y = Y(i - 1)

(4.1)

dy/dx = 0

(4.2)

where the index i must satisfy the condition that
X(i-1) < x < X(i)

(4.3)

i = 2, ..., NUM
4.8.2 Linear Interpolation
When TBL = 1, 4, 6, 8 the data of arrays X and Y are first transformed and then interpolated in a linear manner to find the unknown
value of y for a known value of x. The four different data transformations and the method used to compute the linear interpolation in subroutine LINEAR are given below. The derivative, dy/dx, is evaluated at
point (x,y).
When TBL = 1, interpolate Y versus X by solving
y = Y(i-1) + Ex - X(i-1)] * Z(i)

(4.4)

dy/dx = Z(i)

(4.5)

Z(i) = [Y(i) - Y(i-1),]/IX(i) - X(i-1)]

(4.6)
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where Z( . ) is the interpolation coefficient that is computed in subroutine LINEAR and where index i is computed from Equation (4.3).
When TBL = 4, interpolate inlYl versus X by solving
y = Y(i-1) * exp[(x - X(i-1)) * Z(i)]

(4.7)

dy/dx = y * Z(i)

(4.8)

Z(i) =

(10(i)1 -

lnlY(i-1)1)/[X(i) - X(i-1)]

(4.9)

where index i is computed from Equation (4.3).
When TBL = 6, interpolate Y versus lnIXI by solving
y = Y(i-1) + Unix' - lnIX(i-1)

I

*

Z(i)

(4.10)

dy/dx = Z(i)/x

(4.11)

Z(i) = [Y(i) - Y(i-1)1/11n1X(i)1 - lnIX(i-1)11

(4.12)

where index i is computed from Equation (4.3).
When TBL = 8, interpolate 1nIY1 versus lnlXl by solving
y = Y(i-1) * exp[(lnlxl - 1nIX(i-1)I) * Z(i)]

(4.13)

dy/dx = y * Z(i)/x

(4.14)

Z(i) = [lnlY(i)l - lnlY(i-1)1]/[1nIX(i)1 - lnIX(i-1)I] (4.15)
where index i is computed from Equation (4.3).
4.8.3 Quadratic Interpolation
When TBL = 2, the data of arrays X and Y are interpolated by subroutine QUAD to find the unknown value of y for a known value of x. The
quadratic interpolation routine (Salvadori and Baron, 1961) is based on
a second-order accurate Taylor series expansion of a function, Y, with
unequal spacing of the independent variable, X. This method is basically one of curve fitting a second-order polynomial through three data
points at a time i.e., using X(i-1), X(i), X(i+l). The method works
very well with any data set that varies smoothly. The interpolation
error is proportional to the square of the spacing of the independent
variable, i.e.,
3
3
2
error : 0x * d Y/dx , where ix = X(i) - X(i-1).
It is very important to specify closely spaced data points, X, wherever
there is a transition in the function, Y. This is particularly important when there are sudden changes in an otherwise slowly varying function. Oscillation problems in the water and solute programs can also
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occur when interpolating a function that changes from a curve to a
straight line. This last problem is easily corrected by specifying
several closely spaced data points in the curve region and in the
straight line region, centered about the point of transition. A secondorder polynomial can only interpolate a function containing a curve and
a straight line segment accurately if the data are closely spaced.
The user can check the suitability of this interpolation scheme
with a particular data set by setting BEST = 1 on program card #2. Look
for unexpected oscillations or unexpected changes in the sign of the
derivative, dy/dx, from the printout under the column labeled TBL = 2
and QUAD. Unexpected interpolation oscillations may be eliminated by
adding more data points in the region that oscillates.
If the user cannot decide if the data set is well enough behaved to
use either a quadratic or a cubic interpolation routine, it should not
be used. It is much safer to use a linear interpolation routine.

4.8.4 Cubic Interpolation
When TBL = 3,5,7,9 the data of arrays X and Y are transformed and
interpolated by subroutine CUBIC to find the unknown value of y for a
known value of x. The cubic interpolation routine (Shampine and Allen,
1973) is based on a natural cubic spline expansion of a function, Y,
with unequal spacing of the independent variable, X. The cubic spline
is a cubic polynomial in which the function and its first and second
derivatives are made continuous over the entire interval of the independent variable, i.e., between X(1) and X(NUM).
The routine works very well with data sets that vary smoothly.
However, one should specify closely spaced data points wherever there is
a transition in the function, Y. This was also discussed in Section

4.8.3.
The user should first check the suitability of the data set by
setting BEST = 1 on program card #2 and by checking the printout list
under columns labeled CUBIC. Adding more data points may help to eliminate any unexpected interpolation oscillations. If in doubt about the
data set, specify a linear interpolation routine.
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5. GLOSSARY
5.1 Subroutine Names
A total of 40 subprograms and one main program are used in program
OR-NATURE. These are listed in alphabetic order. Following the list, a
short description is given for each of the subroutines.
BCCBTM

INTLC

ORDER

RPF

BCCTOP

INTLP

PIECE

SINKC

BCWBTM

INTLS

PSIW

SINKW

BCWTOP

INTLW

PTRNS

SOLUTE

CUBIC

INTLZ

QUAD

STEP

DSZ

INTRP

RACTYC

STMATA

DUMP

KWCRTX

RACTYW

TABLED

DWZ

KWZ

RAF

TRNSFM

ERROR

LINEAR

RDNSTY

WATER

FNLZ

NATURE*

REGRID

WPSI

INTGRT
*main program
BCCBTM

Computes the right-hand side function, FBTMC, which describes
the lower boundary condition for the liquid phase solute
equation. In addition, it specifies the type of lower
boundary condition BCBTMC, of the liquid phase solute equation.

BCCTOP

Computes the right-hand side function, FTOPC, of the upper
boundary condition for the liquid phase solute equation. In
addition, the type of upper boundary condition, BCTOPC, is
specified for the liquid phase solute equation.

BCWBTM

Computes the right-hand side function, FBTMW, of the lower
boundary condition for the equation describing water movement.
It is called by the subroutine WATER. The type of lower
boundary condition, BCBTMW, for the water flow equation is
also specified.
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BCWTOP

Computes the right-hand side function, FTOPW, of the upper
boundary condition for the equation describing water movement.
It is called by the subroutine WATER. The type of upper
boundary condition, BCTOPW, for the water flow equation is
also specified.

CUBIC Determines the value of the function YI for a given value of
the independent variable XI from data arrays X and Y using a
cubic spline interpolation method (Section 4.8.4).
DSZ

Computes the apparent diffusion coefficient, DSZI, for the
equation describing transport of solute.

DUMP

This subroutine instructs the computer to punch out, in the
proper format, the spatial node locations z, the state variables C, PSI, S, and THETA at the end of the program, at time
= TIMEF, so that they can be used to restart the program at a
later time. To use this option, set SAVE = 1.

DWZ

Computes values of the soil water diffusivity function, DWZI.

ERROR

Checks the input data for inconsistencies. This option is
obtained by setting XORDER = SCAN = 1.

FNLZ

Specifies the final distribution of space nodes, ZF, to be
used in solving the equations for water flow and solute
transport from time TGRID on.

INTGRT

Integrates a specified array, FNCTN, over the independent
variable array, VARBLE, by means of a fourth-order accurate
Taylor series integration scheme. The integration scheme
allows for unevenly spaced data points (Vol. I, Section 3.7).

INTLC

Specifies the initial concentration of the solute in the
liquid phase, CO.

INTLP

Specifies the initial value of the matric potential of soil
water, P0.

INTLS

Specifies the initial concentration of the solute in the solid
phase, SO.

INTLW

Specifies the initial value of the volumetric water content,
WO.
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INTLZ

Specifies the initial distribution of space nodes, ZO, to be
used in solving the equations for water flow and solute transport.

INTRP

Determines which subroutine should be called to perform a particular request for interpolation.

KWCRTX

Computes the hydraulic conductivity of the root cortex, CTX.

KWZ

Computes the hydraulic conductivity of the soil KWZI.

LINEAR

Determines the value of function YI for a given value of the
independent variable XI from data arrays X and Y using a linear
interpolation method (Section 4.8.2).

NATURE

Controls the overall execution sequence of the program. It
also controls the procedures for the integration of the equations for water flow and solute transport.

ORDER

Scans the input array X(...) to determine if all values of
this array are in ascending order.

PIECE Determines the value of YI for a given value of the independent variable XI from data arrays X and Y using a piecewiseconstant interpolation method (Section 4.8.1).
PSIW

Converts the volumetric water content, THETA, to the metric
potential, PSI.

PTRNS

Computes the potential transpiration demand, QPS.

QUAD

Determines the value of YI for a given value of the independent variable XI from data arrays X and Y using a fourth-order
accurate quadratic interpolation scheme (Section 4.8.3).

RACTYC

Computes the root activity, RAC, as a function of the concentration of solute in the liquid phase.

RACTYW

Computes the root activity, RAW, as a function of the water
content of the soil.

RAF

Computes the root absorption function, RAFI.

RDNSTY

Computes the root density, RD, as a function of depth and
time.

REGRID

Maps all of the variables of water content and solute concentration from the old grid of space nodes ZO to the new grid ZF
using a linear interpolation method.
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RPF

Evaluates the friction loss incurred, RPFI, which represents
the change in potential caused by the resistance of the water
moving through the root xylem.

SINKC

Computes the coefficient GCOEF which is the strength of the
source/sink term, G, in the solute equation, where either
G = GCOEF * A or G = GCOEF (Vol. I, Section 1.5).

SINKW

Computes the strength of root sink term, A, for water uptake
(Vol. I, Section 1.4).

SOLUTE

Solves the solute transport equation for the concentrations of
the liquid and solid phases of the solute, C and S, as a
function of time.

STEP

Computes the time increment, DTK1 (Vol. I, Section 2.1.2).

STMATA

Computes the stomatal efficiency, CST, as a function of the
plant surface potential.

TABLED

Prints all input arrays, X and Y, with three additional values
of X which are evenly spaced at .25, .5, .75 of X(i+1)-X(i).
At each of the generated X values, the corresponding Y values
are computed by means of all 10 types of interpolation
schemes. The X, Y and dY/dX values are then printed out in
tabular form. This option is called by setting BEST = 1.

TRNSFM

Computes the Kirchhoff transform variable, which was earlier
designated as the diffusivity potential, and generates all the
necessary tables to use the transform in subroutine WATER
(Vol. I, Section 2.1.4).

WATER

Solves the water flow equation as a function of time. The
flow equation can be solved in terms of volumetric water
content, matric potential, or diffusivity potential.

WPSI

Converts matric potential to volumetric water content.

5.2 Program Variables
A list of the commonly used program variables is presented with a
short explanation of their uses. This list should aid the user in
referencing program variables that are used in the larger and more
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complex subroutines. All of the smaller subroutines contain comment
statements describing the parameters used within them.
A( i)

An array describing the water withdrawn from the soil by the
3
1/2), [L3 /L /T] (Vol. I,
roots at node i and time level (k
w
Section 1.4).

ACLRAT

Coefficient used to accelerate the procedure of obtaining the
initial guessed value to be used in the Crank-Nicolson integration scheme (Section 4.5.3).

AI

The (i-1)th coefficient used in the tri-diagonal matrix equations (Vol. I, Table 2.2).

ARATIO

Convergence criterion, specified as a ratio, for the plant
surface potential iterator (Section 4.5.3).

ATCOEF

Specified coefficient used in the computation of the time
step-size in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Section 4.5.3).

BACK

An array used in the solution of tri-diagonal matrices by the
Thomas algorithm.

BCBTMC

An integer variable specifying the type of lower boundary
condition to be used with the equation describing the trrnsfer
of solute in the liquid phase (Section 4.7.7).

BCBTMW

An integer variable specifying the type of lower boundary
condition to be used with the equation describing the flow of
water. (Section 4.7.11).

BCTOPC

An integer variable specifying the type of upper boundary
condition to be used with the equation describing the transfer
of solute in the liquid phase (Section 4.7.9).

BCTOPW

An integer variable specifying the type of upper boundary
condition to be used with the equation describing the flow of
water (Section 4.7.13).

BEST

Integer parameter which is used to call subroutine TABLED. If
BEST = 1, each of the data sets is checked with all 10 types
of interpolation techniques and the resulting values are
printed out in a table. This information can be used to
decide on the most suitable scheme of interpolation for the
data sets being used (Section 4.5.3).
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BI

The i-th coefficient used in the tri-diagonal matrix equation
(Vol. I, Table 2.2).

BTCOEF

Specified coefficient used in the computation of the time
step-size in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Section 4.5.3).

C(i)

The concentration of solute in the liquid phase at node i and
at time level (k+1), [14/L13,7 ].

CACCUM

Total amount of solute in the liquid phase in the soil column
at time level (k+1), computed by summing the fluxes of solute
2
through the upper and lower boundaries, [M/L ] (Equation 7.12,
Vol, IV).

CALPHA

An array used in the solution of tri-diagonal matrices by the
Thomas algorithm.

CBLNCE

The mass balance of solute in the liquid phase in the soil
column, expressed as a ratio. It is defined as (CCMPTECACCUM)/CCMPTE.

CCMPTE

Total amount of solute in the liquid phase in the soil column
at time level (k+1). It is computed by multiplying the solute
concentration by the volumetric water content at each node,
c(i)

* em,

and then integrating this quantity over the depth
of the column, [A/L 2 ] (Equations 7.13 and 7.14, Vol. IV).
CGUESS(i) The estimated concentration of solute in the liquid phase at
3
node i and time level (k+1), [M/L ].
CI
The (i+l)-th coefficient used in the tri-diagonal matrix
equation (Vol. I, Table 2.2).
CNSTS(i) An array containing the coefficients used with the isotherm
models for sorption and desorption (Section 4.5.3).
COLD1(i) Solute concentration of the liquid phase at node i and time
level (k-1) [14/1.1,37].
COLD2(i) Solute concentration of the liquid phase at node i and time
level (k), [M/L.13,7].
CNVRSN

Converts units of matric potential and plant surface potential
to units of pressure head (e.g., 1033 cm H20/atmosphere)
(Section 4.5.3).

CTCOEF

Specified coefficient used in the computation of the time
step-size in subroutine STEP when K1DELT = 1 (Section 4.5.3).
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CTRSUM

The accumulative loss or gain of liquid phase solute from the
soil column. The loss or gain is caused by solute source/sinks.
CTRSUM is a negative quantity for sinks and positive for
2
sources, [M/L ] (Equation 7.11, Vol IV).

DI

The right-hand side coefficient used with the tri-diagonal
matrix equation.

DRY

Value of either the volumetric water content or matric
potential of the soil when air-dry (Section 4.5.3).

DTK

The old time step, at time level (k), [T].

DTK1

The current time step, at time level (k+1), [T] (Vol. I,
Section 2.1.2).

DTMAX

Maximum size allowed for the time step, [T] (Section 4.5.3).

DTMIN

Minimum size allowed for the time step, [T] (Section 4.5.3).

DTRDPS

Derivative of the actual rate of transpiration with respect to
r 3
the plant surface potential, LL L /Ti.
wf
Accumulated loss of water by evaporation from the soil sur-

EVPRTE

face, [M/L2 ]: This is a negative quantity (Equation 7.9,
Vol. IV).
F(i)

The diffusivity potential obtained by the Kirchhoff transform
at node i, time level (k+1),/L/T].

FAIL

An integer decision variable. When it is equal to zero, no
action is taken. When it equals one, it indicates that the
water flow equation in subroutine WATER has failed to converge
after ITRMAX iterations.

FBTM(C)

The resultant value of the right-hand side of the lower
boundary condition of the liquid phase solute displacement
equation (Section 4.7.8).

FBTM(W)

The resultant value of the right-hand side of the lower
boundary condition of the water flow equation (Section 4.7.12).

FCCOLD(i) The computed value of water content in subroutine WATER at
node i, time level (k+1), and the old iteration level (M-2).
FCOLD(i) The computed value of water content in subroutine WATER at
node i, time level (k+1), and the old iteration level (14-1).
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FDRY

Diffusivity potential of the soil obtained by the Kirchhoff
3
transform at air-dry conditions, [L /L/T] (Vol. I, Section
w
1.2.3).

FGGOLD(i) The guessed value of the water content in subroutine WATER at
node i, time level (k+1), and the old iteration level (M-2).
FGOLD(i) The guessed value of water content in subroutine WATER at node
i, time level (k+1), and the old iteration level (4-1).
FLOW(i)

Water content at node i and time level (k+1) in subroutine
WATER. It is the most recently computed value of water content at iteration level (M).

FLTRTE

Accumulative gain of water through the soil surface by means
2
of infiltration,[M/L ]. This is a positive quantity
(Equation 7.8, Vol. IV).

FTOP(C)

The resultant value of the right-hand side of the upper
boundary condition of the liquid phase solute displacement
equation (Section 4.7.10).

FTOP(W)

The resultant value of the right-hand side of the upper
boundary condition of the water flow equation (Section 4.7.14).

FSAT

G(i)

Diffusivity potential of the soil, obtained by the Kirchhoff
3,
transform, at saturation (Vol. I, Section 1.2.3),
/L/Ti.
w
Solute source/sink at node i and time level (k+1/2) in subroutine SOLUTE. The program assumes
Passive: G(i) = GCOEF * A(i)

[A/L3/T]

(5.1a)

Active:

[M/L3/T]

(5.1b)

G(i) = GCOEF

Vol. I, Section 1.5, provides additional details.
GCOEF

The coefficient of the solute source/sink at node i and time
level (k+1/2), evaluated in subroutine SINKC (Vol. I, Section 1.5),

GOLDEN

[M/L13,7], [M/L3/T].

An integer variable used in subroutine WATER. It is equal to
the number of times that the Golden Section Search routine is
used during the current time step. The value of GOLDEN is
reset to zero if the flux limits of the Golden Section Search
routine fail to converge to an optimal flux value.
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GRAV

The coefficient of gravity used in the water flow equation.
GRAV = 0. for horizontal flow and GRAV = 1. for vertical flow
(Section 4.5.3).

GUESS(i) Guessed value of water content at node i and time level (k+1)
in subroutine WATER. It is the most recently guessed value of
water content at iteration level (M).
IN

The input device used for reading in data cards, the logical
unit number of the card reader (Section 4.4).

IQPOS

An integer variable used in subroutine WATER. When set to
zero, no action is taken. When greater than zero, it indicates the number of time steps during which infiltration has
occurred. It is reset to zero when infiltration stops.

ITR

The total number of iterations needed to solve the water flow
equation at time level (k+1), excluding plant surface potential iterations.

ITRMAX

Maximum number of iterations allowed for any of the guesscompute iterators (Vol. I, Section 3).

IWORST

The node at which the largest difference occurred between the
computed and guessed values of either water content or solute
concentration. For example, when solving the water flow equation, IWORST is computed as follows
= IWORST when the condition
maxl 0.(compute) - 0.(guess)1, i=1,

n

(5.2)

is satisfied.
JSORB

Specified decision variable that indicates which isotherm
model is to be used for sorption/desorption (Section 4.5.3).

JWORH

Specified decision variable which indicates whether the water
flow equation is to be solved in terms of volumetric water
content or in terms of matric potential (Section 4.5.3).

K(DRY)
K(SAT)
Kl

The hydraulic conductivity of the soil, evaluated at the water
r 3 , 2 , ,
content corresponding to air-dry conditions, w a /Ti.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soil, evaluated at the water
3 2
content corresponding to saturation, [I. w /L /T].
The future time level, (k+1).
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K1DELT

Integer decision variable specifying the method of computing
the time step-size in subroutine STEP (Section 4.5.3).

KWZDRY

The hydraulic conductivity of the soil, evaluated at the water
, 3 ,2
content corresponding to air-dry conditions, LI, a /T1.
w
KWZSAT
The hydraulic conductivity of the soil, evaluated at the water
3 2
content corresponding to saturation, [L /L /T].
w
[L FLUID] Symbol indicating a unit of length for a fluid variable, for
example, 1 cm of water.
[L GROSS] Symbol indicating a unit of length for a solid variable, for
example, 1 cm of soil.
[L POTENTIAL] Symbol indicating a unit of length for a pressure variable, for example 1 millibar or 1 atmosphere of pressure.
Symbol indicating a unit of mass, for example, 1 gram.
M

Indicates the current number of iterations of the guesscompute iterator needed to find the correct values of water
content at a given time step and boundary condition using the
convergence criterion WRATIO.

M9

The number of iterations needed to solve for S(i) from the
general non-linear, non-equilibrium isotherm model. S(i) is
the solid phase solute concentration at time level (k+1).
This iterator is only used when JSORB = 9 and is located
between statements 860 and 905 in subroutine SOLUTE.

MAX

The maximum value of water content that is physically feasible
at time level (k+1). When solving the water flow equation in
terms of volumetric water content, MAX = WSAT. When solving
the water flow equation in terms of matric potential, MAX
equals the largest value of either PSAT, FBTM(W), or FTOP(W).
Max equals either FBTM(W) or FTOP(W) whenever a positive head
is specified on either one of the boundaries (i.e., a 4th type
B.C.).

MAXI

The total number of "maxi" iterations needed to solve the
water flow equation at time level (k+1) in subroutine WATER.
A maxi iteration is an iteration during which all N spatial
nodes are involved. There must be at least one maxi iteration
per time step.
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MAXSET

Maximum size of any data set array, such as XCST, YCST, XBCB,
YBCB, etc. It is currently set equal to 50 in the computer
program. If larger data set arrays are desired, one needs to
reset MAXSET and to redimension all data arrays (Section 4.4).

MIN

The minimum value of water content that is physically feasible
at time level (k+1). When solving the water flow equation in
terms of volumetric water content, MIN = WDRY and MIN = PDRY
when using matric potential.

MINI

The total number of "mini" iterations needed to solve the
water flow equation at time level (k+1) in subroutine WATER
(Vol. I, Section 3.4.2). A mini iteration is an iteration
during which less than N spatial nodes are involved.

MINIS

The number of "mini" iterations needed to solve the solid
phase solute displacement equation at time level (k+1) in
subroutine SOLUTE. A mini iteration is an iteration during
which less than N spatial nodes are involved. MINIS is a
negative quantity.

MODE

A decision variable which determines which state equations are
to be solved, namely water or solute (Section 4.5.3).

MQ

The current number of iterations of the iterator for flux of
water at the surface in the subroutine WATER. MQ with a
negative value indicates the number of iterations that have
occurred in the "mini" mode. MQ is set to zero if there is no
flux at the soil surface. MQ is positive when in the "maxi"
mode of iteration.

MQFAIL An integer variable of subroutine WATER. When set to zero, no
action is taken. When it equals one, two, or three, it indicates that on the most recent water flux iteration, one of the
top three nodes has an unfeasible water content value. It has
computed a water content which is either less than air-dry or
greater than saturation.
MQMAX

The maximum number of iterations allowed in the "mini" mode to
compute the flux of water at the surface.
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MR

The current number of iterations of the iterator for computation of plant surface potential in subroutine WATER, using the
convergence criterion ARATIO.

MS

The number of iterations needed to solve the solid phase
solute displacement equation at time level (k+1) in subroutine
SOLUTE. At any given time during time step (k+1), MS is the
current iteration level, (MS-1) is the previous solute iteration, etc.

N

The total number of spatial nodes, specified by NUMZO and
NUMZF.

NITR

Number of nodes being iterated upon. In the "maxi" mode of
iteration, it equals N, the total number of spatial nodes.
However, in the "mini" mode of iteration, NITR equals the
reduced number of nodes within which the equation for either
water flow or solute flow is solved.

NMINI

Number of nodes being iterated upon, where NITR = NMINI.

NPRINT

A decision variable specifying when information is to be
printed out.

NSKIP

Specifies how many time steps are to be omitted before printing out information. NSKIP is specified on program card #1
but it can also be specified as a function of time in subroutine STEP (Section 4.5.3).

NUM(...) Specifies the number of data values that are contained in
arrays X(...), Y(...). All the words fitting this description
include: NUMBCB, NUMBCT, NUMBWB, NUMBWT, NUMCST, NUMDSZ,
NUMDWZ, NUMFCB, NUMFCT, NUMFWB, NUMFWT, NUMKWZ, NUMQPS,
NUMRAC, NUMRAW, NUMRD, NUMWP, NUMCO, NUMPO, NUMPW, NUMS0,
NUMWO, NUMZO, NUMZF, NUMCG, NUMCTX, NUMRPF.
NUMMAX

All spatial arrays of the program are dimensioned to this
size, which is currently set equal to 200. If larger arrays
are desired, one needs to reset NUMMAX and to redimension all
arrays (Section 4.4).

OLD1(i) Water content at node i and time level (k-1) in subroutine
WATER.
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OLD2(i) Water content at node i and time level (k) in subroutine
WATER.
OUT The output device used for printing output, the logical unit
number of the line printer (Section 4.4). OUT can only have
integer values.
OUTPUT Data parameter which specifies whether the output data is to
be punched, in addition to being printed out every NSKIP time
steps. OUTPUT can only have integer values between zero and
two (Section 4.5.3).
PDRY

Matric potential of the soil when air-dry. The matric potential
can never be more negative than this value, [L I.

PGUESS(i) Estimated value of the matric potential at node i and time
level (k+1), [Lp].
PICK(i)

An array specifying the distribution of integration points
used to evaluate the Kirchhoff transform to determine the
diffusivity potential (Vol. I, Section 2.1.4).

PNCH

The output device used to punch out data generated by the
program, the logical unit number of the card punch (Section
4.4). PNCH can only have integer values. With proper job
control language (JCL), PNCH can also be used to route "punched
out data" to a video terminal, magnetic tape, disk or any
other local file. This is most useful when one sets OUTPUT =
1 or 2.

POLD1(i) Matric potential at node i and time level (k-1), [L v].
POLD2(i) Matric potential at node i and time level (k),

].

PPSURF(1) Plant surface potential at time level (k-3/2),

].

PPSURF(2) Plant surface potential at time level (k-1/2), [L p].
PPSURF(3) Plant surface potential at time level (k+1/2),
PSAT

].

Matric potential of the soil at saturation. The matric potential can never be more positive than this unless one is using
positive heads at either one of the boundaries, [L p].

PSI(i)

Matric potential at node i and time level (k+1),
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I.

PSI(DRY) Matric potential of the soil when air-dry, IL ].
PSI(SAT) Matric potential of the soil at saturation, IL ].
PSP

Plant surface potential. This is the potential within the
plant, measured at the point where the plant emerges from the
soil, IL 1.

PWILT
QC

QCBTM

The plant surface potential at which the plant permanently
wilts, [L] (Section 4.5.3).
P
The most recently computed value of flux of water through the
3
upper soil surface evaluated at node (1/2, k+1), [L /L 2 /T].
(Equation 3.28, Vol. I).
The computed value of solute flux through the lower surface at
node n+1/2 and at time level (k+1/2), [M/L2/T].

QCOLD(1) The computed value of flux of water through the upper soil
surface at time level (k-1), [L 3 /L 2 /T].
QCOLD(2) The computed value of flux of water through the upper soil
surface at time level (k), [L 3 /L 2 /T].
QCTOP
The computed value of solute flux through the upper surface at
node 1/2 and at time level (k+1/2), [M/L2/T].
QG
QGAK

QGBK

The most recently guessed value of flux of water through the
upper soil surface used in the surface flux iterator, [L 3 /L 2 /T].
w
Value of the lower limit used in the Golden Section Search
3
routine of the surface water flux iterator, [L /L 2 /T] (Vol. I,
w
Section 3.4).
Value of the upper limit used in the Golden Section Search
3
routine of the surface water flux iterator, [L /L 2 /T] (Vol. I,
Section 3.4).

QGTK

Value of flux between those of QGAK and QGBK used in the
3
Golden Section Search routine [L /L 2 /T] (Vol. I, Section 3.4).

QGTKP

The limits of the flux are specified on the real line as
(QGAK,QGTK,QGTKP,QGBK,QP) (Vol. I, Section 3.4).

QMIN

The smallest absolute value of Darcian flux allowed. Any
value of flux less than this is set to zero. Note,
QMIN = min1KWZDRY,KWZSAT*1x10-61.
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(5.3)

QP

The specified potential value of flux of water through the
upper soil surface at time level (k+1), [L3w/L2

QPOLD(1)

QPOLD(2)

The specified potential value of flux of water through the
3 2
upper soil surface at time level (k-1), [L /L /T].
The specified potential value of flux of water through the
3 2
upper soil surface at time level (k), [L w /L /T].

QPS

The potential transpiration demand, a negative quantity,
3 2
[L /L /T].

QRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used by the
iterator for computation of flux at the upper soil surface
(Section 4.5.3).

QWBTM

The computed value of water flux through the lower soil surface
3 2
at node n+1/2 and at time level (k+1/2), [L /L /T].

QWTOP

The computed value of water flux through the upper soil surface
3 2
at node 1/2 and at time level (k+1/2), [I, /L /T].

QZ(i)

Volumetric or Darcian flux of water at node (i+1/2) and time
3/ 2
level (k+1/2), [L L /T].

RAC

A coefficient describing the relative activity of the roots at
a particular node caused by the influence of the local concentration of solute in the liquid phase (Vol. I, Section 1.4).

RATIOG

The percent difference between the guessed value of flux of
water at the soil surface and the computed or actual flux
divided by the guessed flux. RATIOG is defined as (Equation
6.4, Vol. III):
RATIOG = I(QC - QG)/QGI*5.

RATIOQ

(5.4)

The decimal percent difference between the potential value of
flux of water at the soil surface and the computed or actual
flux, divided by the potential flux. It is defined as (Equation
6.5, Vol. III):
RATIOQ = 1(QP

RAW

QC)

/QPI.

(5.5)

A coefficient describing the relative activity of the roots at
a particular node as a function of the local water content
(Vol. I, Section 1.4).

-11 0 -

RCYL

Radius of the cylinder of soil through which water is moving
to a root (Equation 1.48, Vol. I), [L].

RD
RR

3
Root density at a particular depth and time, [1, /L ].
r
Average radius of roots, a specified constant (Section 4.5.3),
[Lr]•

RSTELE

Radius of the root stele, a computed constant (Equation 1.49,
Vol. I), [Lr].

RWORST

The largest difference, expressed as a ratio, that occurred
between the computed and guessed values of either water content
or solute concentration. For example, when solving the water
flow equation, RWORST is computed as follows
RWORST = 1(0 i (compute) - e i (guess))/e i (guess)I max (5.6)
where i = 1,

S(i)

n.

The concentration of solute in the solid phase at node i and
time level (k+1), [M/L3].

SAT

Water content of the soil at saturation (Section 4.5.3).

SAVE

A decision variable specifying whether the final state variables
are to be punched out. SAVE can only have integer values
(Section 4.5.3).

SCAN

A decision variable specifying whether the program parameters
are to be checked for consistency. SCAN can only have integer
values (Section 4.5.3).

SCCOLD(i) The computed value of the solid phase solute concentration in
subroutine SOLUTE at node i, time level (k+1), and at the old
iteration level (MS-2), [M/L3].
SCMPTE

Total mass of solute in the solid phase in the soil column at
time level (k+1) computed by integrating the distribution of
solute in the solid phase as a function of depth, [M/L2]
(Equation 7.29 and 7.30, Vol. IV).

SCOLD(i) The computed value of solid phase solute concentration in
subroutine SOLUTE at node i, time level (k+1), and at the old
iteration level (MS-1), 1M/L 3

1.

SGGOLD(i) The guessed value of solid phase solute concentration in
subroutine SOLUTE at node i, time level (k+1), and at the old
iteration level (MS-2), [11/0].
SGOLD(i) The guessed value of solid phase solute concentration in
subroutine SOLUTE at node i, time level (k+1), and at the old
iteration level (MS-1), [14/0].
SGUESS(i) The guessed value of solid phase solute concentration in
subroutine SOLUTE at node i, time level (k+1), and at the
3
current iteration level (MS), [M/L ].
SHORT

An integer variable used in subroutine WATER. It keeps track
of certain conditions when a flux type (4th) boundary condition
is specified on the upper soil surface, z = 0. When SHORT is
set equal to one, it indicates that a special "shortcut" is
being taken to solve the water flow equation. When the volumetric
water content of the first node, i.e., upper soil surface at
z = 0, approaches either air-dry or saturation within one

percent, the program switches from a flux boundary condition
to that of a first type boundary condition. After a solution
is found, the program checks if the computed surface flux is
less than or equal to the specified potential flux. If it is
not, then SHORT is set equal to minus one, the flux type
boundary condition is reinvoked, and the iterator scheme is
started over.
SMAX

The largest value of solid phase solute concentration for all
3
time steps and for all spatial nodes, [M/L ].

SOLD1(i) Concentration of solute in the solid phase at node i and time
level (k-1), [14/1,3].
SOLD2(i) Concentration of solute in the solid phase at node i and time
level (k), [M/L3].
SRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used when solving
for the concentration of solute in the solid phase (Section

4.5.3).
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START

Specifies that the Kirchhoff transform is to be used in
solving the water flow equation. Set START = k. If k is
positive, the transform is used only during the first k time
steps, if k = -1, the transform is used for all time steps, if
k is zero, the transform is not used. START can only have
integer values (Section 4.5.3).

[T]

Symbol indicating a unit of time, i.e., 1 hour.

TBL(...) An integer data parameter which specifies what type of interpolation scheme is to be used with arrays X(...), Y(...)
(Section 4.8). The type of interpolation is indicated by
the value of TBL(...), such that
-I no action is taken
0

use empirical formula, no interpretation is necessary

1

linear, Y versus X

2

quadratic, Y versus X

3

cubic spline, Y versus X

4

linear, lnIYI versus X

5

cubic spline, 1nlY1 versus X

6

linear, Y versus 1n1X1

7

cubic spline, Y versus lnIXI

8

linear, lnIY1 versus lnIXI

9

cubic spline, lnIYI versus lnIXI

10

piecewise-constant, Y versus X.

All the words fitting this description include TBLBCB, TBLBCT,
TBLBWB, TBLBWT, TBLCST, TBLDSZ, TBLDWZ, TBLFCB, TBLFCT, TBLFWB,
TBLFWT, TBLKWZ, TBLQPS, TBLRAC, TBLRAW, TBLRD, TBLWP, TBLCO,
TBLPO, TBLPW, TBLSO, TBLWO, TBLZF, TBLCG, TBLCTX, TBLRPF,
TBLZO.
TCR

Net rate of solute uptake or addition by the solute source/sink.
TCR is evaluated at the top of the soil column at time level
(k+1/2) and is a negative quantity for sinks and positive for
sources (Section 1.5),
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n-1
TCR = E G(i) * (z i+1 - zi_1)/2
i=2
TGRID

2

[14/L /T].

(5.7)

Time at which the second or final spatial node distribution
system is to take effect (Section 4.5.3), [T].

THETA(i)

Volumetric water content at node i and time level (k+1),
3 3
[L /L ]•

THETA(DRY)

Volumetric water content of the soil at air-dry conditions,
3 3
[Lw/L ].

THETA(SAT)

Volumetric water content of the soil at saturation,
3 3
[I, /L ].

TIME

The time at time level (k+1), [T].

TIMED

The initial time, at which the program starts (Section 4.5.3),
[T].

TIMEF

The final time, at which the program ends (Section 4.5.3), [T].

TITLE(i)

The i-th alpha-numeric title character.

TR

Actual rate of transpiration through the plant stems. TR is
evaluated at time level (k+1/2) and is a negative quantity
(Vol. I, Section 1.4),
n-1
TR = E A(i) * (z i+1 - zi_1)/2
i=2

TRNSPR

ULNGTH

3 2
[L /L /T].

(5.8)

The cumulative amount of water lost through transpiration, a
3 2
negative quantity, [L /L ] (Equation 7.10, Vol. IV).
w
Two-letter acronym used to denote the unit of length
(Section 4.5.3).

UPTNTL

Six-letter acronym used to denote the unit of potential
(Section 4.5.3).

UTIME

Three-letter acronym used to denote the unit of time
(Section 4.5.3).

UMASS

Three-letter acronym used to denote the unit of mass
(Section 4.5.3).

WACCUM

The total water content in the soil column at time level
(k+1), computed by summing the fluxes of water through the
3 2
upper and lower boundaries, [L /L ], (Equation 7.3, Vol. IV).
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WBLNCE

The mass balance, expressed as a ratio, of water in the soil
column. It is defined as (WCMPTE-WACCUM)/WCMPTE.

WCMPTE

Total water content in the soil column at time level (k+1),

WDRY

computed by integrating the water content as a function of
3 2
depth, [L /L ], (Equations 7.4 and 7.5, Vol. IV).
3 3
Water content of the soil when it is air-dry, [L /L ].

WGUESS(i) Estimated or guessed volumetric water content at node i at
time level (k+1), [L 3 /L 3 J.
WILTED

An integer variable which keeps track of whether the plants
have permanently died. When it equals zero, all plants are
living and water and solute uptake by the roots can occur.
When it equals one, all plants have permanently wilted and
died because the plant surface potential has become less than
PWILT. No root uptake can occur but the flow of water in the
soil continues.

WOLD1(i) Volumetric water content at node i and time level (k-1),
3 3
[L /L ].
WOLD2(i) Volumetric water content at node i and time level (k),
3 3
[L /L ].
WRATIO

Convergence criterion, expressed as a ratio, used in the
Newton-Raphson iteration method for solving the water content
(Section 4.5.3).
r 3 , 3,
0,
/L J.
w

WSAT

Water content of the soil at saturation,

XBCB(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set BCB (Section 4.7.7),

T]
XBCT(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set BCT (Section 4.7.9),
[T].

XBWB(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set BWB (Section 4.7.11),
[T].

XBWT(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set BWT (Section 4.7.13),
[T].

XCO(i)

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set
[L].
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CO

(Section 4.7.3),

XCG(i)

i-th tabulated value of either the concentration or the mass
of solute in the liquid phase in data set CG (Section 4.7.15),
3
3
[M/L 1, [M/L ].

XCST(i)

i-th tabulated value of plant surface potential in data set
CST (Section 4.7.16),

XCTX(i)
XDSZ(i)

[I, 1.

i-th tabulated value of volumetric water content in data set
3 3
CTX (Section 4.7.17), [L w/L ].
i-th tabulated value of pore-water velocity in data set DSZ
(Section 4.7.18), [LIT].

XDWZ(i)

i-th tabulated value of volumetric water content in data set
DWZ (Section 4.7.19), [L 3 /L3 ].

XFCB(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set FCB (Section 4.7.8),
[T].

XFCT(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set FCT (Section

XFWB(i)

4.7.10), [T].
i-th tabulated value of time in data set FWB (Section 4.7.12),

XFWT(i)

[T].
i-th tabulated value of time in data set FWT (Section 4.7.14),

XKWZ(i)

[T].
i-th tabulated value of volumetric water content in data set
KWZ (Section 4.7.20), [L 3/ L3 ].

XORDER

An integer variable specifying whether the X(...) data
arrays are to be checked to see if the elements are in ascending order (Section 4.5.3).

XPO(i)

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set PO (Section 4.7.4),
[L].

XPW(i)

i-th tabulated value of the volumetric water content in data
3 3
set PW (Section 4.7.21), [I, /1, ].

XQPS(i)

i-th tabulated value of time in data set QPS (Section 4.7.22),
[T].

XRAC(i)

i-th tabulated value of solute concentration in the liquid
phase for data set RAC (Section 4.7.23), [M/L134].

XRAW(i)

i-th tabulated value of the volumetric water content in data
3 3]
set RAW (Section 4.7.24), [L /L .
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XRD(i)

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set RD (Section 4.7.25),
IL].

XRPF(i)

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set RPF (Section
4.7.26), [L].

XSO

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set SO (Section 4.7.5),
[L].

XWP(i)

i-th tabulated value of depth in data set WO (Section 4.7.6),
[L]•

XWP(i)

i-th tabulated value of matric potential in data set WP
(Section 4.7.27), [L p].

YBCB(i)

i-th tabulated value of the type of lower boundary condition
to be used with the equation describing transfer of solute in
the liquid phase in data set

YBCT(i)

BCB

(Section 4.7.7).

i-th tabulated value of the type of upper boundary condition
to be used with the equation describing transfer of solute in
the liquid phase in data set BCT (Section 4.7.9).

YBWB(i)

i-th tabulated value of the type of lower boundary condition
to be used with the equation describing flow of water in data
set

YBWT(i)

BWB

(Section 4.7.11).

i-th tabulated value of the type of upper boundary condition
to be used with the water flow equation in data set

BWT

(Section 4.7.13).
YCO(i)

i-th tabulated value of the initial concentration of solute in
the liquid phase in data set CO (Section 4.7.3), [14/Q7].

YCG(i)

i-th tabulated value of the coefficient for the solute
source/sink in data set CG and used in subroutine SINKC
(Section 4.7.15), IM/L13.7 ], IM/L3/T].

YCST(i)

i-th tabulated value of stomatal efficiency in data set CST
used in subroutine STMATA (Section 4.7.16), [unitless].

YCTX(i) i-th tabulated value of the hydraulic conductivity of the root
cortex in data set CTX used in subroutine KWCRTX (Section
4.7.17), [I, 3 /L 2 /T].
YDSZ(i)

i-th tabulated value of the apparent diffusion coefficient in
data set DSZ used in subroutine DSZ (Section 4.7.18), [L 2 /T].
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YDWZ(i)

i-th tabulated value of the soil water diffusivity coefficient
in data set DWZ used in subroutine DWZ (Section 4.7.19),
2

[L /T]
YFCB(i)

i-th tabulated value of the right-hand side function of the
lower boundary condition of the equation describing transfer
of solute in the liquid phase in data set FCB (Section 4.7.8 )•

YFCT(i)

i-th tabulated value of the right-hand side function of the
upper boundary condition of the equation describing transfer
of solute in the liquid phase in data set FCT (Section
4.7.10).

YFWB(i) i-th tabulated value of the right-hand side function of the

lower boundary condition of the water flow equation in data
set FWB (Section 4.7.12).
YFWT(i) i-th tabulated value of the right-hand side function of the

upper boundary condition of the water flow equation in data
set FWT (Section 4.7.14).
YKWZ(i)

i-th tabulated value of hydraulic conductivity in data set KWZ
(Section 4.7.20), [L

YPO(i)

3/ 2

L /T].

i-th tabulated value of the initial matric potential of soil
water in data set PO (Section 4.7.4), [L p].

YPW(i)

i-th tabulated value of the matric potential of soil water in
data set PW (Section 4.7.21), [L p].

YQPS(i)

i-th tabulated value of the potential transpiration demand in
3

2

data set QPS (Section 4.7.22), IL /L /T1.
YRAC(i)

i-th tabulated value of root activity, expressed as a ratio,
corresponding to the concentration of solute in the liquid
phase in data set RAC (Section 4.7.23).

YRAW(i)

i-th tabulated value of root activity, expressed as a ratio,
corresponding to the water content in data set RAW (Section

4.7.24).
YRD(i)

i-th tabulated value of root density in data set RD (Section
4.7.25), [yL3].

YRTF(i)

i-th tabulated value of the function which evaluates friction
loss from flow of water through the xylem vessels in data
set RPF (Section 4.7.26), IL p].
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y SO(i)

i-th tabulated value of the initial concentration of solute in
the solid phase in data set SO (Section 4.7.5), [14/0].

YWP(i)

i-th tabulated value of the initial volumetric water content
in data set WO (Section 4.7.6), [L3/L3].

YWP(i)

i-th tabulated value of the volumetric water content in data
set WP (Section 4.7.27), [L3/0].

Z(i)

Distance from the upper soil surface to node i, positive
downwards with Z(1) = 0, [L].

ZO(i)

The initial spatial node distribution (Section 4.7.1), [L].

ZF(i)

The final distribution of spatial nodes where all state variables are mapped from distribution Z0 to distribution ZF at
time TGRID (Section 4.7.2), [L].
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